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I 
wanted to be an accountant 

from an early age. Not 

knowing what such a 

professional actually did, I was 

impressed by a visit at age 14 to 

an accountant’s office with its 

big desk, big telephone, and 

even bigger rolls of computer 

printout. That set me on a 

course that would see me 

become CIMA-qualified, 

having a varied and successful 

career, and then become CIMA 

president — an opportunity to 

give back to the profession.

I didn’t take the initial 

advice to go to university and 

train as a tax and audit 

accountant, but went instead to 

university in Manchester — 

what is now Manchester Metropolitan University — 

to study for a business degree. Year 3 of the course 

— the industry placement — was an early boost to my 

understanding of how business and industrial 

relations work.

My parents had come to the UK as war refugees 

from Ukraine with no money or assets. The only 

education they had was through living — often in 

very tough times. I am grateful for two things they 

gave me: a natural honesty and a strong work ethic. 

These have been the “golden threads” throughout my 

personal and professional lives.

In the 1980s, I was a very young financial 

controller managing a tractor plant’s finances and 

was sponsored to study for an MBA at Cranfield 

School of Management. At the same time a possible 

move for me to the company’s US operation fell 

through, as the ACMA qualification had little 

recognition in the US at that time. That’s one of 

several reasons behind my support for the Associa-

tion’s strategy to open the US market for CGMA 

designation holders.

During my career, which has encompassed food 

and vehicle manufacturing, consultancy, and the 

electricity and rail sectors, I have dealt with 

Giving back
‘It is an honour to be able to serve  

our profession and give back.’

accounting collapses, complex 

technology implementations, 

mergers and acquisitions,  

and vesting and floating 

companies. These were all 

seminal learning experiences. 

So what did I learn?

Over the years and through 

experience, I have developed a 

personal mission statement 

(to do creative and innovative 

things), a vision statement (to 

make people happy and smile 

each day), and an operating 

model based on four C’s: 

l   Compliance: Is what we 

are doing ethical and not 

breaking rules?

l   Cycle times: This is the 

element of speed and the 

 efficiency of the overall system.

l   Customer service: Is the focus going beyond the 

customer’s expectations?

l   Cash impact: Maintaining cash flow is crucial, 

but corporate disasters usually result from failure 

on the first three parts of my model. 

This model has helped me to deliver what others 

have described as “world class” results in several 

activities. My experience leading change, especially 

in the rail industry, allowed me to develop specialist 

skills in shared services and also to write a book on 

business partnering. I lecture internationally on both 

these subjects.

On a very personal level, I have read a lot of 

spiritual and religious books. I am drawn to the 

definition of a good Buddhist life and the require-

ment to “give back” after the earlier stages of your life.

Giving back is something I have been doing since 

2011 when I became active within the governance of 

CIMA. I joined CIMA’s Council as a co-opted member 

and was elected to the Professional Standards 

Committee and then to the Executive Committee. I 

became an honorary officer in 2016 and CIMA 

president in June 2018. It is an honour to be able to 

serve our profession and give back.

THE VIEW FROM THE PRESIDENT

STEVEN SWIENTOZIELSKYJ, FCMA, CGMA
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‘We will need to become adaptive learners, requiring  
more frequent skill and knowledge upgrades.’

M
uch is said about 

change and how it is 

the new constant. It 

is also recognised 

that for business 

— and across economies more 

widely — technology is driving that 

change. Cloud computing, process 

robotics, and data visualisation are 

new technologies for today; 

advanced analytics, cognitive 

computing, in-memory 

computing, and blockchain are the 

emerging technologies for 

tomorrow. New business models 

continue to emerge as technology 

disrupts how, when, and where 

business is done.

Our Association is also on a 

journey of change. How we serve 

you, our members, and support 

your careers is our number one 

priority — we have made a commitment 

to transform our services and how you 

interact with us. Part of this change is 

about simplification: of what we offer 

you, and digital journeys and processes. 

This will mean we can take the “friction” 

out of your interaction with us.

We aim to provide the right learning to 

the right member or student through 

multiple channels and at the right time. 

This work includes enhancing our CGMA 

and AICPA online stores.

Hand in hand with an easier self-ser-

vice approach for members, staff in our 

contact centres will focus more on the 

higher-value support they can deliver. 

And, as befits a global organisation with a 

mission to drive a dynamic accounting 

profession worldwide, a further change is 

The new paradigm

that our main operations are now based in 

three hubs: in the UK (London), in the US 

(Durham, North Carolina), and now in 

Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur). We remain 

committed to Durham and London, with 

operations and people in Malaysia a great 

addition to our capacity and capability. 

Amid the changing business and 

technology landscape, continuous 

learning throughout a professional’s 

working life has never been more 

important. The skills and knowledge we 

value today have a rapidly decreasing shelf 

life. Some skills are likely to be obsolete 

within a couple of years — to be replaced 

by ones that simply don’t exist yet. 

This has profound implications for 

how finance professionals learn and 

develop new skills. We will need to 

become adaptive learners, 

requiring more frequent skill and 

knowledge upgrades. As manage-

ment accountants, our value 

within our organisation moves 

from “expertise” to one of 

“agility” and continuous 

reinvention. Technology 

increasingly will also augment 

human intelligence. In the 

finance function of the future, 

the technical capabilities of 

robotics and algorithms combine 

with the creativity and empathy 

of human accountants. 

These are considerable shifts. 

The old paradigm of a professional 

qualification that remains by itself 

relevant throughout the length of an 

accountant’s career has been 

overturned, and we will need to 

develop a new range of “human” 

skills. Those identified by the World 

Economic Forum include emotional 

intelligence, negotiation, and co-ordinating 

with others. These are the skills that are 

difficult to replicate by machine learning.

Our Future of Finance research has 

completed its first three stages: inter-

views, roundtables, and an extensive 

online survey. One interviewee from an 

international bank said: “Finance people 

need a mindset that enables them to adapt 

through continuous learning. They need 

to learn, unlearn, and relearn in a 

continuous loop.” That insight neatly 

summarises the new paradigm for today’s 

and future CGMA designation holders. All 

our efforts are focused to ensure that they 

can achieve this in the most straightfor-

ward way possible.

ANDREW HARDING, FCMA, CGMA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE – MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

THE ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS
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Time away 
from work 
becoming more 
challenging

A recent survey of UK companies from the 

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Develop-

ment (CIPD) found that “presenteeism”, turning 

up for work when ill, had more than tripled 

since 2010. Eighty-six per cent of more than 

1,000 HR professionals had witnessed 

presenteeism in their organisation over the 

past 12 months, compared with 72% in 2016 and 

26% in 2010.

More than two-thirds of respondents (69%) 

to the Health and Well-being at Work survey also 

reported that “leaveism”, meaning workers 

failing to disconnect themselves from work 

while on holiday, often checking company 

email through remote devices, had occurred in 

their organisation over the past year.

The survey, carried out in November 2017 

with results published in May, suggests the 

apparent tilting of the work/life balance may be 

counterproductive for companies. Amid rising 

levels of presenteeism, there has also been an 

increase in employee absence.

The average level of employee absence rose 

to 6.6 days per employee per year, an increase 

from 6.3 in 2016, according to the CIPD survey.

Increased presenteeism is linked to 

increases in common mental health conditions 

as well as stress-related absence, according to 

CIPD, which said such conditions are among 

the top causes of long-term sickness absence.

Raju Venkataraman, FCMA, CGMA, a 

Singapore-based executive coach, said a 

distinction should be drawn between the two 

trends.

“Presenteeism is short-sighted and can 

cause or aggravate physical health problems as 

well as stress,” he said. “If leaveism refers to 

people forgoing annual leave and working 

instead, I decry that. However, if leaveism refers 

to spending a ‘little time’ on work-related 

matters during days of vacation, I’m not so sure 

that’s so bad.”

A survey of US workers by US recruitment 

agency Accountemps found that 70% of 

workers aged 18 to 34 maintain some sort of 

work contact while on holiday. This compares 

with 39% of workers aged 55 and above. Michael 

Steinitz, executive director for Accountemps, 

said that “totally disconnecting” from the office 

could add stress for certain people.

“Some workers enjoy greater peace of mind 

when they allow themselves to check in a few 

times — but not much more than that — while 

on vacation,” he said in a news release. “Doing 

so confirms that all is well, which allows them 

to stop worrying and focus on relaxing instead.” 

— By James Hester, a freelance writer based in 

the UK. 

Steps to 
build trust 
in business
The CGMA resource 

“Managing the Trust P&L” is 

a toolkit created to help 

organisations manage and 

marshal trust over the long 

term. It outlines key 

principles of trust and 

provides a series of ques-

tions to consider. One 

section of the report 

provides the following 

questions for boards to ask 

when handling a crisis: 

●●● Are we facing a current 

crisis in trust — are we 

dealing with it effec-

tively? 

●●● How have the particular 

characteristics of our 

business model given rise 

to this crisis?

●●● Do we have robust pro-

cesses in place to respond 

effectively — and for a 

post-crisis review?

●●● What can we learn from 

trust failures, including 

those in other organisa-

tions?

●●● What do we need to do to 

repair trust? Which stake-

holders take priority?

●●● Is trust under direct 

attack? 

For the full report, go to 

cgma.org/trust-pl. 
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63%
Portion of companies that 

are experiencing 
disruption, according to 
Accenture Research’s 

Disruptability Index 2018. 

Full story, page 28

Essential 

skills
‘Rely on your most important professional skill: 

communication. I don’t mean to be just good at talking; 

it is just as important that you are good at listening.’ 

— Yang Min, vice-president and CFO of 

China’s Weiming Education Group 

Full story, page 22

80%
The approximate portion of 

professionals who are 
uncomfortable with 

professional networking, 
according to research and 

surveys by Shepa  
Learning Company.

Full story, page 18

Top 10 companies by patent co-operation treaty 

applications published

In 2017

Top 5 fields of technology

Published applications in 2017
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China

China Computer 
technology 19,122

8.6%

Digital 
communication 18,400 8.2%

Electrical
machinery, 
apparatus, and 
energy

15,223 6.8%

Medical
technology 15,024 6.7%

Measurement 10,082 4.5%

(share of
total)

Source: World Intellectual Property Organization.

Tech race
China overtook Japan as the number two patent filer in 2017, with 13.4% annual growth, according to the World Intellectual Property 

Organization. If maintained, the pace will take it above the US in just over a year. 



Even high-performing workers may notice that something seems 

to be missing. Try these tips to feel more fulfilled.

By Charlie Hugh-Jones

4 steps
to finding purpose at work



What more can you do in your role 
to make a greater contribution to 
your organisation’s highest goal?D

o you ever feel like you’re 

just going through the 

motions?

As a coach, I am asked 

this question regularly  

by high-performing 

professionals, regardless 

of the status they have achieved or how 

well they are paid. 

Another common sentiment is: 

“Sometimes I just feel like there must be 

more to my working life than this.”

Essentially it boils down to this: “What’s 

the point of it all?” And it’s typically 

accompanied by feelings of frustration or 

restlessness at work. It’s not meant as an 

existential question or a deep philosoph-

ical one, rather it’s an expression of 

purposelessness, of dissatisfaction and 

disconnection with things that matter. 

You could be performing pretty well, 

managing the competing demands of 

multiple stakeholders in the business, 

and being effective at getting things done. 

But every now and again, you notice that 

something seems to be missing. This 

feeling can manifest itself in your attitude 

or your patience with others and, 

ultimately, in your performance. 

It’s tempting to think that the answer is 

a career change, to find a “passion project”, 

to go solo and start your own consultancy 

firm, or maybe to join a not-for-profit and 

get more “mission-oriented”. But because 

things are generally fine, your analytical 

side tells you it would be madness to mess 

with a good thing and increase your 

exposure to risk. For the majority, a career 

change is probably not the answer. 

A common misconception that 

amplifies this frustration and restlessness 

is that there is one job, one role, one 

purpose in life for each of us. If you miss 

it, you’ll be forever confined to going 

through the motions, settling for second 

best, and resigning yourself to the fact 

that you’ll never really feel fulfilled, so 

you’d better just get on with it. But this 

“one thing” concept is simply not true for 

the majority of people. 

You don’t have to wait for your work to 

become meaningful, for a promotion, for 

a raise, or for a future career change. You 

have the power now to unlock a more 

purposeful version of yourself at work. 

Unlocking a more purposeful you 
The first step is to figure out what you 

want and what matters to you. Then build 

a strategy to take actions every day that 

connect with what matters most, even if 

those actions are incredibly small ones. 

Brendon Burchard, one of the most 

successful high-performance coaches 

(and, full disclosure, one of my coaches) 

talks a lot about finding clarity. “It’s about 

how you think about tomorrow and what 

you do to stay connected with what 

matters, today,” he explains. 

To determine what matters most to 

you and then change what you do to boost 

your sense of purpose and of meaning, 

take the following actions: 

●●● Identify your values; 

●●● Take an inventory of your skillsets; 

and 

●●● Recognise your interests. 

Then, design your day — how you 

approach life, both in work and outside 

— to ensure that you do at least one thing 

that connects with each of those values, 

skills, and interests as often as possible. 

By planning time into your day to connect 

with what matters most to you, and by 

making sure you make time to grow, you 

can reignite a sense of purpose. 
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ments. What more can you do in your 

role to make a greater contribution to 

your organisation’s highest goal? 

Academics call this “extra-role behav-

iour” or doing something that falls 

outside your position’s stated duties. It 

contributes massively to how valuable 

we consider our personal connection to 

our organisation’s objectives to be, and 

it augments our own sense of purpose 

and meaning.

Maybe there are things you could 

delegate so that you can focus more on 

these “connected activities”. You may 

never get out of quarterly financial 

reporting, but can your direct report 

alleviate some of your duties in exchange 

for your taking on greater responsibility in 

another domain? 

Reframe your role

“The power of reframing things cannot be 

overstated,” asserts Rory Sutherland, 

vice-chair of Ogilvy UK, in his insightful 

TED talk. Sutherland demonstrates that 

how we frame context, and how we define 

our perspective, determines the value we 

place on something. 

Research conducted by Amy 

Wrzesniewski, a professor of organisa-

tional behaviour at the Yale School of 

Management, and Jane E. Dutton, a 

professor of business administration and 

psychology at the University of Michigan, 

reinforces this position. They advocate 

“job crafting” — or informally giving 

yourself a title that more creatively 

connects with the outcomes you are 

committed to delivering. 

Professors Adam Grant and Dan Cable 

found similar outcomes in what they call 

“self-reflective” job-titling. Grant is a 

professor of management at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School, an 

Putting it into practice 
Here are a few ways you can unlock a 

more purposeful you at work:

Write out a statement of personal 

purpose

This statement is a simple sentence  

about how you choose to live every day. 

Shorter is definitely better. Make it 

specific, jargon-free, and expressive. Make 

sure it reflects your values, skills, and 

interests. Here’s mine: “To inspire and 

equip individuals and organisations to be 

the best version of themselves”.

Now, put a reminder in your phone for 

this statement to pop up at strategic 

points throughout your day. As a prompt 

it is very powerful. Why not try it and see 

what changes for you? 

Revisit your organisation’s highest goal

What is your organisation’s primary 

objective? Is there some aspect of what 

your organisation is doing that inspires 

you? 

Take a few moments each morning to 

reflect on how what you do directly 

contributes to your organisation’s 

achieving this objective. For example, how 

vital is your commitment to accuracy and 

detail to the effectiveness of your 

organisation?

If this proves tough, then try to answer 

this practical question instead: “What 

would not happen if you didn’t show up for 

work and no one took over your tasks?”

If your organisation’s primary objective 

doesn’t inspire you, think about its wider 

impact. What is your organisation doing 

to contribute to a greater good? Perhaps 

that’s investing in employee develop-

ment, going carbon-neutral, or directly 

supporting a philanthropic effort such as 

ending childhood hunger or combating 

illiteracy. Where can you get more 

involved with one of these initiatives?

Re-engineer your role

Spend some time listing what you most 

love and most hate about your role. 

Then see if you can make a few adjust-

expert in organisational psychology, and 

an author. Cable is the chair of the 

organisational behaviour faculty 

at London Business School. “Rather than 

viewing titles solely as sources and 

reflections of formality and rigidity or 

mechanisms of bureaucratic control, our 

research suggests that titles can be 

vehicles for agency, creativity, and 

coping,” they conclude.

Although this suggestion may appear 

playful at first, the research demonstrates 

how powerfully it can affect how much 

purpose and meaning you feel at work. So 

why not give yourself a new (unofficial) 

title more directly connected with who is 

served by what you do, who is affected by 

the quality of the work you do, what you 

do well, and the value you create? 

At Delivering Happiness, a coaching 

and consulting company, for instance, 

“money maestro” is the title for the 

accounting manager. It is definitely a role 

of orchestration, especially with pay 

scales, budgets, and expenses.

A final takeaway
Don’t ignore your role outside of the 

office. Beyond whatever your work role 

accomplishes, there is also meaning and 

purpose in what you do with what you 

earn. 

I regularly prompt clients to find and 

express a “why” for their earning. Often 

this is really a “who” — for whom you 

provide security and opportunity when 

you do what you do. Actually taking the 

time to reflect on this may be sufficient to 

reinvigorate you and reinstil a sense of 

purpose and meaning from your work. 

Again, use the reminder app on your 

phone to display this prompt strategically 

throughout the day to make this more 

explicit.

Sometimes the reason we don’t feel 

purposeful in work, or feel that our work 

has little meaning, is that we have simply 

forgotten. Now is the time to remind 

yourself of who you are, who you want to 

become, and who benefits from that.

Charlie Hugh-Jones (charliehughjones@

mac.com) is a strategist based in the US  

who specialises in helping individuals and 

organisations become more productive, more 

purposeful, and more resilient. To comment 

on this article or to suggest an idea for 

another article, contact Neil Amato, an FM 

magazine senior editor, at Neil.Amato@

aicpa-cima.com.   ■
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Like an actor on stage, 
CFOs have a role to 
play during investor 
presentations — and a 
responsibility to prepare.

By Russ Banham

L
ike opening night in the 

theatre, the hours before 

the quarterly earnings 

results conference call 

for CFOs are fraught with 

jitters and last-minute 

adjustments — even 

when the financial 

results are positive. In the spotlight being 

judged by investors and analysts, no CFO 

wants to deliver a lacklustre perfor-

mance.

Even seasoned CFOs who have been 

through dozens of earnings calls will 

attest that their heart still races just before 

showtime. But once the conference 

commences, their meticulous prepara-

tions steady them. In good quarters or bad 

ones, they’re ready to relay the results and 

elucidate the reasons and ramifications. 

New CFOs and other financial 

professionals charged with making 

How CFOs can shine 
when presenting 
financials
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fiduciary and legal responsibilities very 

seriously,” said Mark Partin, who leads the 

finance organisation at Los Angeles-based 

BlackLine, a provider of finance and 

accounting automation software. “It’s to 

the CFO that investors and analysts look 

for unvarnished truth and credibility.”   

Writing the script
In most companies, the preparations for 

the earnings conference call begin 

immediately after the previous earnings 

call. As the quarter progresses, early 

versions of the script are drafted based on 

the emerging financial picture. BlackLine 

sets aside a room with a whiteboard for 

this purpose. “We put up specific themes 

we feel are important to the quarter for 

our long-term [stock]holders,” Partin said. 

“Under each theme, we write what we’ve 

learned so far — something that may 

impact that theme, good or bad.”

These early drafts ultimately come 

together as scripted dialogue, with parts 

provided by the conference call facilitator 

(usually the head of investor relations), 

chairman, CEO, and CFO. Almost every 

script begins with, “Good day, ladies and 

gentlemen, and welcome to the [quarterly 

date and year] earnings conference call.” 

When this oral report concludes, the Q&A 

with investors and analysts commences. 

These two halves of the call run for 

approximately 20 minutes each. 

Typically, the head of investor relations 

or an outside IR firm is charged with 

writing the final script, which should not 

be a rehash of the earnings press release, 

since analysts and investors already have 

the release in hand. Instead, the script 

should elaborate on the quarter’s key 

themes, aiming for simplicity, clarity, and 

briskness. 

“We try to provide highlights and 

meaningful colour, most importantly a 

view of top-level metrics and then specific 

examples of topics of interest. For the 

stakeholders on the call, the health of 

certain geographies, strength of certain 

vertical markets, and a sense of the 

economic landscape are all helpful to 

understanding and context,” said Ken 

Stillwell, CPA, the CFO of Pegasystems, a 

Cambridge, Massachusetts-based provider 

of customer engagement software. “I try 

to connect the dots instead of reading a 

laundry list.”

Many companies use the earnings call 

as an opportunity to appraise the 

organisation’s progress towards achieving 

long-term strategy. For instance, while 

Tom Liguori was CFO at Advanced Energy, 

based in Fort Collins, Colorado, the 

company issued an annual statement at 

the beginning of each year in which it 

established its aspirational revenue and 

cash flow goals for the next three years. 

“We want investors and analysts to 

assess the current quarter against these 

goals,” Liguori said. “If we just had a 

blowout quarter or a horrible quarter, I 

don’t want the audience assuming this is 

our future.” Liguori left the company, 

which develops power and control 

technologies for the semiconductor 

manufacturing industry, at the end of 2017 

and is now CFO of global technology 

provider Avnet.

Lucidity, these CFOs emphasised, is a 

hallmark of a successful earnings call. 

“It goes right to the heart of a CFO’s 

credibility with the Street,” said Mary A. 

Winston, former CFO of discount retailer 

Family Dollar Stores, and before that the 

CFO of Giant Eagle Inc. and Scholastic 

Corp. 

“The CFO is all about the numbers and 

the facts,” she said. “There can be no 

dodging or obfuscation. We direct good 

news or bad news or in-between news, 

but in all cases we must be clear why this 

is the case and what we’re doing about it.” 

Winston today is the CEO of financial and 

board advisory consultancy WinsCo 

Enterprises Inc. 

Partin shares this view: “The earnings 

call is for the benefit of investors and 

analysts. This is their opportunity to learn 

all they can, and it’s our responsibility to 

give it to them.”

The play’s the thing
Complete transparency does not mean the 

conference call is solely a “just the facts” 

exercise. Pegasystems creates scripts 

composed of repartee between Stillwell 

and the company’s CEO, Alan Trefler. “The 

things the CEO says should tee up the 

things the CFO says,” Stillwell said. “When 

Alan infers something in his remarks, it’s 

my task to corroborate what he has said 

with factual information. If he says we’re 

really excited about an opportunity in a 

new market segment, I then point out the 

financial reasons why this is the case.”

Steven Horowitz, CPA, CGMA, the CFO 

of Hartford, Connecticut-based health 

care services provider CareCentrix, 

likewise said that the CEO and CFO should 

convey a contrast in approach. “Analysts 
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high-stakes presentations can learn from 

the steps taken to prepare for an earnings 

call. FM interviewed five CFOs to 

determine their best practices. All follow a 

similar process — collecting information 

from across the enterprise to illuminate 

the factors behind the figures, writing the 

conference call script with the investor 

relations team, rehearsing the script, and 

participating in mock question-and- 

answer sessions to brace for forceful 

interrogation by investors and analysts in 

the real thing. While private company 

finance leaders do not typically have 

public earnings calls, many of these skills 

can also be valuable in meetings with 

their bankers, investors, or other critical 

stakeholders.

Our panel of finance leaders believe 

that quarterly results and their impact on 

long-term strategy should be absolutely 

transparent. “As the CFO, I take my 
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don’t want the CFO to be a ‘Type A’ 

cheerleader personality talking about the 

long-term vision; that’s the CEO’s job,” 

Horowitz said. “CEOs have more flexibility 

to freewheel it a bit, putting their 

personality fingerprint on the company. 

But investors need to trust the numbers 

are right and there won’t be a restatement. 

They depend on the CFO for this assur-

ance. Our role is to be that rock.”

While the CEO and CFO have to be 

“connected and consistent” in their 

remarks to the audience, each has a 

slightly different purpose, as well as tone, 

in their scripted comments, Winston said. 

“The CEO is expected to speak more 

about higher-level strategy and operations 

— what is happening in the industry and 

the marketplace and what the company is 

doing in its plans for the future,” she 

explained. “The CFO follows up with a 

deeper layer of details based on the CEO’s 

forward-looking statements — the 

numerical outcome of these strategic 

directions. For example, I would intro-

duce what these directions mean in terms 

of investments in the business, the 

returns expected from these investments, 

and the growth expectations in revenue 

and earnings.”

Rehearsals begin
In many companies, once the conference 

script is finished, the participants study 

their lines, not necessarily to memorise 

them but to assimilate them so they 

become instinctive. The goal is to give the 

impression to the audience that the 

person is speaking extemporaneously. 

Each of the CFOs we interviewed 

approaches the Q&A part of the confer-

ence call with great care and caution. Like 

politicians readying for a major debate, 

the speakers participate in several mock 

Q&A sessions before the actual event, 

concluded,” he explained. “All CFOs want 

to please, so if there’s a question, we do 

our best to answer it. The risk is [when] 

you don’t really have the answer but wing 

it anyway. Those things can come back 

and bite you.”

To continuously improve their 

presentations, the CFOs occasionally 

reach out to investors and analysts for 

their feedback. “I’ve also found it to be a 

great help to review the transcripts of 

previous earnings calls I was involved in,” 

said Horowitz. “I once realised, for 

instance, that I had a tendency in 

responding to a question to start off by 

saying ‘So’. Lately, I’ve learned that I tend 

to say ‘like’ a lot. I also have provided 

long-winded answers that could have 

been less than half as long. They stuck out 

in the transcripts.”

Opening night
The day of the earnings call abounds with 

tension. Even though substantial time 

and effort have gone into writing the 

script and rehearsing the event, the 

participants’ nerves are on edge as the 

clock ticks towards showtime. 

To calm her nerves, Winston breaks 

away from the studio to her office for an 

hour of alone time. “There’s all this 

commotion going on, and I don’t want 

other people’s voices in my head,” she 

said. “I close the door and have some hot 

water and lemon so my voice is clear and 

resonates well. Then I go over the salient 

points I want to make in the call, to be 

sure they’re top of mind.”

At the appointed hour, scripts in hand, 

the CFOs step into the spotlight. “There is 

a mental transition that occurs before you 

go into the call,” Partin said. “We spend 

our business lives in meetings or at our 

desks solving day-to-day problems. Now 

is the time to separate from these tasks 

and commemorate all the hard work.”  

Horowitz shares this perspective. “I’ve 

always felt light on my feet after the 

earnings call is over,” he said. “I’ve done 

my best to be credible and sense the 

investors and analysts are pleased. It feels 

good and then, about an hour later, it 

wears off. After all, I think, who remem-

bers Warren Buffett’s CFO?”  

Russ Banham is a freelance writer based in the 

US. To comment on this article or to suggest an 

idea for another article, contact Chris Baysden, 

an FM magazine associate director, at  

Chris.Baysden@aicpa-cima.com.   ■

grilled by their head of investor relations 

to be as prepared as possible to field any 

question likely to be asked by the 

audience and provide knowledgeable, 

clear, and succinct responses.  

In writing the CFO’s scripted remarks 

with the director of investor relations, 

Winston tries to put herself in the 

audience’s shoes. “If I were an analyst, 

what would I want to know about the 

company?” she explained. “This also helps 

me prepare for the Q&A session with 

analysts afterwards, as there are obvious 

questions and follow-on questions. I try to 

anticipate what these questions might be.”  

Does she ever go off-script to make her 

remarks more relaxed and informal? “It’s 

too risky,” she said. “Instead I go over the 

script so many times in my head and 

verbally that it eventually sounds natural 

and conversational.” 

In preparing the script for its earnings 

calls, Partin from BlackLine schedules a 

“key themes” meeting with the company’s 

leaders in operations, sales, and 

marketing. “We discuss what worked well 

during the quarter or didn’t,” he said. “We 

then practise in a room with our investor 

relations people, legal counsel, and a few 

business leaders and managers, going 

through each of the questions on the list. 

We’re as prepared as can be, but on 

occasion there’s that one question that 

gives pause.” 

Horowitz can relate to this. “Ask me a 

question about data privacy or something 

about tax reform and I’m good to go,” he 

said. “But when the question comes out of 

left field and is so technical that I’m not 

exactly sure of the right response, those 

are the ones that shake the knees.”

On such occasions, Horowitz defers his 

response. “I tell the person that I’m not 

exactly sure at the moment, but we can 

discuss the subject after the call has 

‘The CFO is all about the numbers 
and the facts. There can be no 
dodging or obfuscation.’
Mary A. Winston, former CFO of discount retailer Family Dollar Stores, and before that the 
CFO of Giant Eagle Inc. and Scholastic Corp.
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4 By Samiha Khanna

You can turn connecting with others into a positive 

professional experience. 

P
eople are social creatures, so 

why is networking so hard 

sometimes? 

The challenge is not as 

simple as, perhaps, being 

introverted and having to 

attend a large professional gathering. For 

many, the idea of professional 

networking itself feels transactional or 

forced. 

Research in recent years has indicated 

that some people associate professional- 

instrumental networking, where one is 

building relationships for professional 

gain, with a feeling of being unclean, 

said networking expert Judy Thomson, 

CPA (Canada) and a chartered 

accountant. For many people, this 

feeling comes from the idea that 

networking is about selling yourself and 

coming away with a stack of business 

cards and leads for new clients or jobs. 

There’s a way to network without all that 

pressure, she said.

“Networking is just about connecting 

with people and building relationships,” 

said Thomson, the COO for Shepa 

Learning Company in Vancouver. “And 

so, we registered this term Positive 

Networking to give it obviously a positive 

light, and the idea being that networking 

is not about you. It’s not about selling 

yourself; it’s discovering what you can do 

for someone else with no expectation of 

anything in return. And when you have 

that philosophy, it really takes the 

pressure off networking.”

She offered several tips on how to 

network positively — without ever 

having to attend a big conference or 

meeting.

1 
Adopt a positive attitude
From her research and surveys at 

Shepa Learning Company, Thomson 

learned that about 80% of professionals 

are uncomfortable with professional 

networking. A positive attitude makes a 

huge difference, she said, and it can come 

from thinking about what you can offer 

to others, rather than feeling as though 

you need to use networking to solicit 

opportunities for yourself.

A positive networking attitude means 

having a natural curiosity and thinking 

about how you can add value and help 

the other person, Thomson said. It is 

tactics to feel 
good about 
networking
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It often helps to have a  
strategic partner when you are 
networking, especially for  
cross-marketing purposes.

about taking a genuine interest in 

someone. Allowing conversations to flow 

more naturally can make you feel better 

about the experience, she suggested. 

In fact, that’s what a series of studies 

published in 2014 by researchers from 

the University of Toronto, Harvard, and 

Northwestern found. They interviewed 

lawyers at a large North American firm 

about events where professional 

networking was the main agenda, and 

also about more personal and sponta-

neous social events. The researchers 

concluded that participants in formal 

networking events were more likely to 

respond that they felt dirty or unclean.

Much positive networking can happen 

in small informal interactions, Thomson 

said. Whether you’re standing in the lift 

or queuing to get coffee, all it takes is one 

other person. 

Networking doesn’t always have to be 

about gaining ground in your professional 

career. It can also offer connections in 

other areas, such as volunteer work.

This is one benefit networking has 

offered Wendy Thompson, CPA, CGMA, 

manager of transportation accounting for 

Love’s Travel Stops in Oklahoma.

“Networking has given me the chance 

to connect with many volunteer organi-

sations I am passionate about,” she said. 

“A few of these connections I’ve devel-

oped have allowed me the opportunity to 

serve as treasurer on two boards.”
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‘glowing introduction’ so you are giving 

the people you meet something to work 

with,” Thomson said. For instance, a 

friend doesn’t just introduce “Susan from 

tax”. A friend gives a few details about 

Susan that could be used to start a 

follow-up conversation, for example, her 

alma mater or favourite sports team, and 

also sings her professional praises, 

mentioning her accomplishments or an 

important assignment she handled with 

aplomb. 

3
Be a matchmaker
Every two weeks, professionals 

hoping to build their networks 

should also make a point of connecting 

two people who should know each other 

but probably haven’t met already. Being a 

connector not only helps you stay in 

touch and make another impression on at 

least two people in your own network, 

but “you’re also doing something, giving 

these small gifts to people, helping them 

develop their network”, Thomson said.

Helping others build their networks is 

indeed a gift. The 2014 research about 

networking at the law firm found people 

who felt dirty after networking engaged 

in it less frequently and, in turn, had 

lower job performance. 

4 
Learn the skills of networking
Having a positive attitude is at the 

core of good networking, and the 

rest is “just mechanics”, Thomson said, 

citing an example from marketing 

specialist Guy Kawasaki’s books on 

business.

“Anyone can learn the mechanics — 

how do you exchange business cards, 

shake hands, build rapport, travel with a 

buddy, follow up with people — those are 

all just skills,” she said. “But the attitude — 

the mindset — makes a huge difference.”

Samiha Khanna is a freelance writer based in 

the US. To comment on this article or to 

suggest an idea for another article, contact 

Sabine Vollmer, an FM magazine senior 

editor, at Sabine.Vollmer@aicpa-cima.com.  ■

Todd Cohen is a book author and frequently speaks about networking at 
conferences. Neil Amato, an FM magazine senior editor, interviewed Cohen 
about networking tips. Here are excerpts of their conversation:

You recently spoke about networking and said, “The time to network is when 
you don’t need to network.” What did you mean by that?
Cohen: I’ve seen people who only network, only get out there, go to events, try to 
meet people, when they need to. They’re out of work, they’re in transition, they 
need something … Networking is not what you do when you’re in pain. You 
should be networking constantly so that your network, which is nothing more 
than the army of people who know you, is always at the ready, and you’re always 
building and strengthening it.

As a piece of advice, you suggest “to be vulnerable”. How exactly does one do 
that?
Cohen: By being yourself. By being willing to listen and absorb how other people 
see you. But there is certainly a line. The more skilled you become at building 
relationships, at talking and connecting with people, the more skilled you are at 
knowing what’s OK and what to keep to yourself.

Does networking differ from event to event?
Cohen: Absolutely not. You have to take it up a level and say networking is a skill 
and an art that is present in every conversation. When somebody walks into your 
office, or you’re in the lunch room, or you have an interaction with a staff 
member, you’re networking.

According to your advice, there should be a call to action. What exactly is that?
Cohen: A call to action is nothing more than a defined understanding of what the 
next steps are. What is it that I need to do, [that] you need to do, so we can take 
this conversation forward to both having mutually beneficial outcomes? You have 
to set that at the end of the conversation.

You recommend such a follow-up within 24 hours?
Cohen: Absolutely. People have short memories, and they have even shorter 
attention spans.

What are two or three goals of a networking conversation?
Cohen: You want to make sure you’re making eye contact, you’re smiling, you’re 
available. You don’t want to monopolise time. The rule of thumb is 15 to 20 
minutes, and then you both should move on and meet other people. And have 
that call to action. Maybe pull out your phones, schedule a time to follow up, and 
then move on.

Networking tips from an expert

2
Bring a buddy
There’s no rule that professionals 

have to network alone. Often, it helps 

to have a strategic companion, Judy 

Thomson said. 

For example, accountants working in 

different areas in a business can team up 

and cross-market each other, she said. 

“The beauty of going with a buddy is they 

introduce you to their network, and you 

do the same for them.” 

There are rules for choosing and 

serving as a good networking companion, 

she added. 

“You should be able to introduce each 

other to others with what we call the 
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Essential advice for the 

next generation
of CFOs
Think broadly, be dependable, and 

seek professional growth to position 

yourself for promotion.

By Sylvia Edwards Davis
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I
t’s tough to reach the top. Of the 

thousands of ambitious 

professionals who embark on a 

career in finance each year, only 

a select few will reach senior 

executive positions. Not only do 

you have to be an exceptional 

performer, but you also have to 

manage the perceptions and 

expectations attached to the role. 

We spoke with seven CFOs from 

different corners of the world, and they 

have one thing in common: Their roles 

extend far beyond accounting into all 

areas of the organisation, encompassing 

strategy, IT, HR, and more. So, knowing 

what they know now, what do they 

consider key to advancement in a finance 

career? Here’s the guidance they shared 

with us.

 

Brian McArthur-Muscroft

CFO

Paysafe (UK)
Our business operates in a very competi-

tive industry, which naturally attracts a 

strong pool of candidates, so my advice is 

to stand out as much as possible, but be 

true to yourself. What is unique about you 

as an individual? What makes you stand 

out? In my view the soft skills of commer-

cial acumen, presentation, and problem- 

solving are as important as technical 

ability. These should be harnessed and 

built upon. For example, negotiating and 

influencing are important abilities for any 

finance professional, and being able to 

work effectively and harmoniously as a 

team is critical and just as important as 

any individual strengths.

Another important factor is knowledge 

of the finance function in relation to how 

it interacts with other parts of the 

business. The best way to do this is by 

building relationships with other 

stakeholders. Understand their pressures 

and needs. Be able to explain complex 

financial data to other sides of the 

business that may not have a financial 

background. By interacting with other 

departments, opportunities may be 

presented that allow the finance function 

to better its standing in the business while 

solving a communal problem. 

There is no golden ticket for being a 

great financial professional. Learning, 

growth, and relationships are key.

Yang Min

Vice-president and CFO

Weiming Education Group (China)
Think broadly and act professionally. First 

of all, every employee should remember 

when they join a company that their 

purpose is not only to fulfil their job 

description like a machine, but to be 

proactive and move the business forward 

in everything they do. The difference is 

that while focusing on your own working 

area whenever you meet obstacles or 

challenges, you should think broadly to 

see what is the best solution for the 

company, instead of what is best for your 

own work or the constraints of a certain 

policy. You carefully evaluate the different 

options and the risks attached, and 

propose what is best for the company. 

Even if you are still young and junior, if 

you want to be a CFO or senior manager or 

whatever your objective, you have to try to 

think from your superiors’ perspective. 

What your manager’s standpoint would 

be, what would they consider, what 

solution they expect. Rely on your most 

important professional skill: communica-

tion. I don’t mean to be just good at 

talking; it is just as important that you are 

good at listening. You already know what 

your ideas and concerns are; now listen to 

the other’s ideas and concerns. It’ll make 

your proposal even better. 

When I say, “Think like a manager,” I 

don’t mean you should interfere into 

other people’s areas of responsibility. You 

can make proposals and offer solutions, 

but you have to act professionally within 

the scope of your role; never make 

decisions on behalf of others. Never treat 

yourself or interact with other people as if 

you’re the manager. That is a fatal mistake. 

Paula Downey Jones, FCMA, CGMA

CFO

SmartDebit (UK)
Find suitable role models and, if you can, 

find an experienced mentor. Role models 

and mentors are great for helping to 

navigate the tricky path of relationships 

and politics within an organisation and 

are particularly helpful for women. 

Finding female role models/mentors is 

getting easier as there are more women in 

senior roles, although we are still thin on 

the ground. 

Remember, though, there is no 

substitute for hard work. No matter how 

bright you are, at the end of the day it is 

your hard work that will matter. Say yes to 

as many opportunities as you can, but 

also remember to take people with you. A 

successful and happy career comes 

through relationships as well as hard 

work, and I do believe that advancing at 

the expense of others will harm you in the 

long run.

Michel Balsan

CFO

Société d’Exploitation de la Tour Eiffel 
(France)
My advice is to get out of finance. Manage 

business units in sectors that will allow 

you to lead teams and operational units to 

acquire a different vision of the business 

that reaches beyond the purely financial 

aspect. My own background is in 

engineering and evolved into manage-

ment. At one point in my career, for 

example, I led a department for Air France 

in Marseille in charge of 250 people that 

mainly involved team management. I 

later trained at INSEAD business school 

and entered the field of finance. At the 

Tour Eiffel I joined in human resources 

management, became director of 

operations, and advanced into finance. 

Accounting is interesting, payroll is 

interesting, but it won’t be at the heart of 

your job as you advance in the ranks. 

Project management and team leadership 

skills will be increasingly critical. The 

human factor is exceedingly important. It 

is good to have diverse experiences and 

acquire a range of skills. This doesn’t 

mean you necessarily have to change 

employers. Even within the same 

organisation, except for a smaller business 

that may not have that option just by IM
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reason of size, you can opt to “abandon” 

finance to come back later, better 

equipped, in order to aspire to a position 

in the C-suite.

Ian Swanson

CFO

Delicato Family Vineyards (US)
Be flexible, be adaptable, and embrace 

change. The world we work in today is so 

far removed from the one I joined some 30 

years ago. There were no personal 

computers, cell phones, or internet, and 

everything we did was written by hand, in 

pencil. Famed economist Peter F. Drucker 

said something very relevant to the world 

that the CFO operates in today: “In the 

post-capitalist society, it is safe to assume 

that anyone with any knowledge will have 

to acquire new knowledge every four or 

five years, or else become obsolete.” The 

classic view of the accountant of the past 

was someone with armbands and 

eyeshades sitting in a dark office with 

little contact with the rest of the business. 

Today, the CFO is more connected to other 

departments than ever before. CFOs are 

high standard. Be organised and in 

control of your time — especially if this 

does not come easily. Like a professional 

athlete, keep your A-game in your back 

pocket. When you are in an important 

meeting, negotiation, or communication, 

rise to the occasion.

Sue Vestri

CFO

Greenphire (US)
Keep your head up and understand the 

role you play in the business. All too often 

I see finance team members focus only on 

their list of tasks for the day, without a 

care for how they contribute to the 

success and performance of their 

department and the business. When a 

person can connect their tasks to the end 

goal — whether that is an annual report, 

board presentation, or just end of month 

— they become a more valuable team 

member. As an extension of this, 

becoming a leader in finance comes with 

a level of self-awareness: Where are my 

strengths and weaknesses, and how can I 

find the right people to fill in the gaps? 

When you are a part of the finance 

team, regardless of what industry you are 

in or what size company, you are a critical 

backbone of the business. You are relied 

on by numerous cross-functional areas 

and need to be responsive, trustworthy, 

and consistent. While numbers are your 

business, your demeanour and your 

ability to work well with others is 

extremely important. The internal 

customer is equally as important as your 

external customers, so keep that focus.

Sylvia Edwards Davis is a freelance writer 

based in France. To comment on this article 

or to suggest an idea for another article, 

contact Chris Baysden, an FM magazine 

associate director, at Chris.Baysden@

aicpa-cima.com.   ■

business generalists with a significant 

impact on the company’s strategy and risk 

management, as well as the financial 

results. They are asked to give opinions 

and insight into a wide variety of topics. 

In short, the CFO tends to “own” anything 

that does not clearly sit on someone else’s 

desk. The keys to success for today’s CFO 

are building strong connections with all 

levels of the organisation, providing a 

clear vision and setting expectations, 

being a strong communicator, and being 

open to new ideas and opportunities. 

Andy Brown

CFO

Armadillo CRM (UK)
My top tips for an aspiring finance 

executive centre on the “four Rs”: 

Relationships: You have the opportu-

nity to meet and work with many people. 

Take these opportunities, and be as 

generous to them as you’d wish they were 

to you. Invest in good key relationships. 

Take time to know people and their 

targets and goals, too.

Rigour: As an accountant, often an 

expert professional being paid not 

insignificant sums to be a master of their 

craft, there isn’t room for “that’ll do” or 

“nearly there”. Don’t cut corners, and don’t 

get a reputation for not being dependable.

Reputation: It’s easy to lose a good 

reputation, and it takes time to build up a 

good one. I am continually learning that it 

is better to ask a question or let someone 

know you don’t have all the answers than 

to put on a brave face and give a confident 

answer that masks a gap in your knowl-

edge or experience.

Reliability: If you say you’ll do 

something, be it a deadline, meeting, or 

report, follow through and deliver to a 

Resources

CGMA Competency Framework:  
tinyurl.com/y8dr9r2d

Finance Business Partnering:  
tinyurl.com/y86oe6ct

‘Say yes to as many opportunities as 
you can, but also remember to take 
people with you.’
Paula Downey Jones, FCMA, CGMA, the CFO of SmartDebit
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Thoughtful preparation can prevent black marks on 
your work record from undercutting your job search.

By Rhymer Rigby

1. 
 Ask yourself: “How bad is it, really?” 

Really bad is something like being sacked 

for dishonesty or serious misconduct. 

Working for a company that collapsed or 

being in a position that was made redun-

dant is not really bad. In fact, although some 

people worry that these look like a mark 

against them, both could potentially be 

spun as positives. If you are in doubt about 

how serious something is, ask a few of your 

peers how they view it.

2.
 Ask yourself: “How long ago was it?” If 

you were sacked from a job two years ago, 

that’s pretty hard to skate over. If you were 

sacked from a job 20 years ago and have 

successfully held five positions since, you 

probably don’t need to mention it. Don’t get 

hung up on ancient history. People are 

mostly interested in what you’ve done in 

the past five years.

3. 
 Don’t view your CV as an exhaustive 

record of your career. Your CV serves two 

functions. The first is to sell you, and the 

second is to tell prospective employers 

about you. You should never lie, but it is 

acceptable to maximise your good points 

and minimise the bad. There is absolutely 

no reason to draw attention to your failures. 

So if you got poor marks at university, you 

might list just the degree subject and 

university. If you are asked for the result in 

the interview, tell the truth. But do not give 

the low grade without being asked. 

4.
 Be ready with an answer. While it is 

foolish to draw prospective employers’ 

attention to your shortcomings, you need to 

be ready with an answer if they spot them. If 

you are asked, tackle the issue head-on with 

a confident, cogent answer. This can 

actually work in your favour. Interviewers 

like people who can show they’ve overcome 

setbacks and learned from mistakes.

5.
 Don’t view work gaps as a disaster. The 

modern, fluid world of employment is very 

forgiving of stop-start careers. If asked about 

a gap in employment, focus on the 

positives. If you spent six months without a 

job but went travelling for three of them and 

learned to code or speak German, you 

should have no problem at all. Even a brief 

consultancy over a work break, framed 

right, should be enough to convince an 

employer that you didn’t sit at home 

watching soaps in bed. This is all you really 

need to do.

6.
 Beware lingering blots. Some blots might 

stick with you longer than others. There are 

basically two categories here. One is the 

single black mark so severe it is going to 

make any employer wary. This is sometimes 

called a “career-limiting move”, and 

incidents such as fraud would fall into this 

category. The second is a sequence of lesser 

black marks that give the impression 

(rightly or wrongly) that you make the same 

mistakes over and over again. Neither is 

possible to explain away or turn into a 

positive.

7.
 Remind yourself that people bounce 

back and you can, too. Write a CV that 

focuses on your skills and competencies 

rather than a chronological list of your jobs. 

Here, sites such as LinkedIn and the modern 

fashion for CVs that stress portable skills 

both count in your favour. Stress what you 

are good at, while working up a narrative 

that frames your misstep as one that has 

taught you valuable lessons and that you 

have recovered from.

Rhymer Rigby is an FM magazine contributor and the 

author of The Careerist: Over 100 Ways to Get Ahead at 

Work. To comment on this article or to suggest an idea 

for another article, contact Jack Hagel, an FM magazine 

editorial director, at Jack.Hagel@aicpa-cima.com.   ■
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f we look back across our careers, we all have periods, projects — perhaps even entire jobs — that we’d 

rather forget. 

Generally, these aren’t an issue if you’re happy in your current position. But they may cause you 

concern if you’re looking for a new role. 

So how do you deal with a blot on your CV? Here are a few ways: 



A subsidiary of JetBlue 

Airways is investing 

in startups to better 

understand travel 

technology, guard against 

disruption, and position its 

parent for the future.

By Jack Hagel and Mark S. Brooks

The disruptor 
that doesn’t want to 
be disrupted
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hen JetBlue Airways was 

founded almost 20 years 

ago, the company was seen 

as a disruptive force in a 

sector already undergoing 

a shakeup. 

Major US airlines were 

staving off threats from 

discount airline pioneers, 

such as Southwest Airlines, 

who were capitalising on the use of small 

airports, offering few frills, and driving 

down fares demanded by some of the 

industry’s heavyweights at the time. 

JetBlue sought to fit somewhere in the 

middle by offering less expensive fares 

than full-service carriers but more cabin 

comforts than other low-price competi-

tors. 

The gambit worked. Today the New 

York-based airline is an established carrier 

that reported annual operating revenues 

of $7 billion last year — about two-and-a-

half times what it reported ten years prior. 

JetBlue’s success illustrates how 

opportunities can be exploited when 

established companies don’t evolve 

quickly enough. It’s a lesson JetBlue is 

mindful of now that the airline itself is a 

veteran of the sector. 

Two years ago the company founded 

JetBlue Technology Ventures, a wholly 

owned subsidiary based in the southern 

San Francisco Bay area known as Silicon 

Valley, which has become a global centre 

for technological innovation. 

“We were very conscious about what 

was happening to general industries and 

the speed of disruption and the speed of 

change,” said Steve Priest, ACMA, CGMA, 

who was named CFO of JetBlue in early 

2017 after serving as the airline’s vice-pres-

ident of structural programmes. “We 

wanted to be ready and continue that 

innovative spirit as we continued in our 

history. We thought the best way to do that 

was to partner with Silicon Valley.”

The unit, one of the first US airline-

backed venture capital subsidiaries, is 

dedicated to identifying, funding, and 

nurturing early-stage companies 

developing technologies that, in the near 

term, could help JetBlue reduce costs, 

increase operational performance, or P
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JetBlue Technology Ventures 

offers startups an opportunity 

to test products with its parent 

company’s 40 million customers 

and fleet of almost 250 aeroplanes.
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improve customer service. Other 

investments could reshape the sector 

altogether. Having a front-row seat can 

help the airline adapt. 

Through the subsidiary — which is 

funding everything from data software 

startups to electric aircraft manufacturers 

— the airline is adopting the approach 

that a good offence is the best defence. 

The disruptor doesn’t want to be 

disrupted.

“I’d rather be driving the bus than 

getting hit by it,” Priest said.

Pressure to innovate — faster
The rate of technological advancement, 

mobility of talent, access to information, 

and relatively low financial barriers to 

starting a new business continue to put 

startup. That’s up about 45% from 2016, 

according to data from CB Insights. 

Corporate venture capital groups tend 

to differ from traditional venture capital 

firms, which are usually focused on a 

return on direct investments in early-

stage companies. Corporate venture 

capital groups find greater value in 

learning about new technologies that 

could benefit the corporate parent. Many 

do that through accelerator or incubator 

programmes, which often include a 

combination of direct investment and 

business development coaching (see the 

box “Accelerators v Incubators”). 

Corporate accelerators and incubators 

tend to target companies at different 

stages of maturity. But they aim to do 

essentially the same thing: attract specific 

types of startups to help solve a specific 

set of problems for the corporation. 

Problems may range from internal 

back-office functionality to custom-

er-facing products or services. We refer to 

these arrangements as “accelerators” 

throughout this article.

For corporations, accelerators can 

amount to a faster, cheaper, and less risky 

means to innovate compared with the 

corporate entity’s going it alone. Likewise, 

accelerators can be an effective means for 

startups to lessen their risk of scaling. 

Startups also benefit by gaining access to 

expertise, funding, and a halo effect of the 

corporation’s brand (see the sidebar “10 

Elements of a Successful Corporate 

Accelerator”). 

The programmes are highly competi-

tive. Corporate accelerators often review 

thousands of applications each year but 

ultimately invest in only a few. Managed 

well, the relationship can reap rewards for 

the sponsoring corporation and startup, 

while also creating value for customers.

JetBlue’s venture arm demonstrates 

how. 

A knowledge-building exercise
JetBlue Technology Ventures targets 

early-stage companies — particularly 

those in their first few rounds of funding 

— at the nexus of technology and travel. 

It is focused primarily on startups that 

want to improve things such as customer 

service; airline operations and mainte-

nance; revenue management, sales, and 

distribution; and regional transport. And 

it looks for companies that are on one of 

three trajectories: Those that could make 

an impact within 18 months, those whose 

pressure on established corporations to 

innovate. 

About 63% of companies are experi-

encing disruption and about two-fifths 

are highly susceptible to future disrup-

tion, according to Accenture Research’s 

Disruptability Index 2018. One cautionary 

note for disruption deniers: The average 

tenure of an S&P 500 company is 

projected to be 12 years by 2027, down 

from 33 in 1964, according to US consul-

tancy Innosight. 

To avoid being blind-sided, established 

corporations are increasingly creating 

corporate venture capital groups to invest 

in startups that are developing innovative 

technologies. In 2017, about 243 corporate 

venture capital groups were involved in at 

least one early round of funding for a 

Accelerator and incubator programmes are generally created to nurture growing 
companies in which the investment group has a stake. Arrangements differ by 
organisation in terms of investment and support offered. But both concepts have 
the intent of helping startups develop products and market maturity through 
coaching, mentorship, and access to an established network of experts. 

Venture capital-backed accelerators and incubators focus on developing a 
company that will provide investors return on initial investment. Corpo-
rate-backed accelerators focus on developing a product that will help the 
company and its constituents. 

Accelerators are usually designed for more mature startups or ideas in need of 
a capital and organisational boost. Incubators are often associated with companies 
still in the ideation stage. Incubators often don’t take equity positions in startups, 
whereas accelerators often do. Corporate accelerators can be considered a form of 
corporate venture capital, especially if an equity position is taken.

Some accelerators and incubators are all-virtual arrangements, whereas others 
are on-site at the corporate backer, which may offer space within its facilities. 

On-site arrangements cost more due to required overhead, but they offer 
opportunities for startups and corporate leaders to collaborate more organically. 
These work well in innovation hotbeds such as Silicon Valley in California. But 
their pool of applicants may be limited only to startups already in the area or with 
the means or willingness to move there. 

Virtual accelerators offer a lower-cost alternative because most of the 
collaboration is done virtually. This may require heavy scheduling to collaborate. 
But there’s an upside: A virtual accelerator can lure startups from anywhere, 
regardless of location. 

— Mark S. Brooks

Accelerators v incubators 

Buying innovation: The rise of corporate venture capital
Some organisations are looking beyond their corporate borders to invest in — or 
outright buy — products or technologies. Read more at tinyurl.com/ycaj58ef.

Additional reading

Buying innovation: The rise of corporate venture capital



products could come to market within 

two to five years, and those with a 

seven- to ten-year horizon. Most fall into 

the first category, said Priest, who sits on 

the venture arm’s investment committee. 

JetBlue Technology Ventures has 

reviewed applications from more than 

2,500 hopeful startups during the past two 

and a half years. Its portfolio consists of 

fewer than two dozen companies. 

About 10% of applicants undergo a 

round of face-to-face interviews. From 

there, about 50 startups receive heavy due 

diligence from JetBlue Technology 

Ventures, which digs into the companies’ 

profitability outlooks, cash forecasts, and 

growth potential. Up to a dozen startups 

might ultimately receive an investment in 

a given year. 

Through the partnerships, startups 

receive proof-of-concept testing to help 

strengthen their value proposition, access 

to the airline’s network of investors and 

travel industry experts, business develop-

ment guidance, mentorship, and public 

relations assistance. Perhaps most 

important: The startups are able to test 

products through JetBlue, which caters to 

a critical mass of 40 million customers, 

passing through more than 100 destina-

tions on a fleet of almost 250 aeroplanes. 

The goal for JetBlue is not necessarily 

to make piles of money from each 

investment. Instead, the airline finds 

value in broadening its network within 

the travel technology ecosystem and by 

aligning itself with some of the brightest 

innovators in it. Through some of its 

investments, for instance, it is working 

alongside aerospace manufacturers such 

as Boeing and the investment arm of tech 

giant Google. And partnerships with the 

startups allow the airline to glimpse 

technologies that could shape the 

industry for years to come. If one of the 

portfolio companies is a raging financial 

success, then JetBlue receives a return on 

its investment, but a return is not the 

primary objective. “The benefits JetBlue 

gets as a whole — in terms of education, 

culture, innovation, ideation — signifi-

cantly outweigh the dollars that we’re 

investing in these companies,” Priest said.

And, in the context of JetBlue’s overall 

balance sheet, it’s a small price to pay, he 

said. 

“We’re not trying to find the next 

Airbnb or the next Uber because, first and 

foremost, we’re an airline and that’s what 

we’re about,” Priest said. “But we 

continue to look at tangential business 

opportunities to continue to drive 

margin for JetBlue.” 

The cutting edge of bottom-line 
efficiencies 
JetBlue has long been a forerunner in 

travel technology. It was among the first 

airlines to offer in-flight live television 

and free high-speed wireless internet. But 

those perks seem quaint compared to 

what the company is focused on today. 

Companies in JetBlue Technology 

Ventures’ portfolio are using artificial 

intelligence, including machine learning, 

and cellular technology to better forecast 

weather events, flight delays, and airfares 

and to streamline the booking process for 

individual customers and small busi-

nesses. Many of the startups already have 

a functional product in use. 

Gladly is one example. The company’s 

product aims to improve the customer 

experience by taking all the touchpoints a 

customer might have — be it with a chatbot 

on a website, a customer service phone call, 

email, or even social media channels such 

as Facebook or Twitter — and putting them 

in one place, enabling customer service 

representatives to more quickly assess what 

a customer needs and how to resolve the 

issue. 

Volantio is another. The company 

focuses on revenue and capacity maximi-

sation. Its software uses machine learning 

to help airlines figure out which passen-

gers might be willing to move from a 

high-demand flight to an underbooked 

flight. It sends a mobile message to those 

passengers, sometimes days ahead of a 
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JetBlue Technology Ventures 

has invested in Zunum Aero, 

which is developing a fleet 

of small, hybrid-powered 

aircraft that it hopes to have 

in customer fleets by 2022.
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flight, offering upgrades, travel vouchers, 

or frequent flyer points. If the passenger 

accepts, the software rebooks the flight. By 

more quickly identifying flexible travellers, 

airlines can also cater to last-minute 

travellers. The arrangement, in turn, 

enables airlines to fill more empty seats 

and, thus, increase revenue. 

“Those companies are either reducing 

our costs, increasing our revenue, or 

improving our operations,” Priest said. 

The longer-horizon companies, 

meanwhile, are focused on technologies 

that could reshape air travel. 

Big ideas but on a smaller scale
These “moonshot” companies make up a 

smaller fraction of JetBlue Technology 

Ventures’ portfolio, Priest said. But they’re 

the ones that set the imagination ablaze. 

One company, Joby Aviation, is 

developing an electric aircraft that could 

eventually serve as an air taxi. Another, 

Zunum Aero, is building a fleet of small 

hybrid-powered aircraft. 

Zunum’s recent growth illuminates just 

how powerful an accelerator can be to a 

startup. Early last year, the Seattle-area 

company had three employees, a room in a 

shared office, and a dream: to build a fleet 

of aircraft that could connect an underuti-

lised network of regional airports to reduce 

door-to-door travel time, lower emissions, 

and cut fuel costs, in turn making flights 

under 1,000 miles more affordable.

Financing that vision — which involved 

pitching the idea to investors not fully 

entrenched in the aerospace sector — was a 

challenge. But then JetBlue Technology 

Ventures entered the picture. It invested in 

Zunum last year. 

“A lot of investors are not even able to 

quantify or assess the risk,” said Ashish 

Kumar, the CEO and founder of Zunum.  

“… Having JetBlue was a tremendous boost. 

Not just with their direct investment, but 

in terms of the message it sends other 

investors — that you’ve got a leader in the 

market, an innovator in the market, that 

understands aviation, is able to assess 

risks, that is willing to underwrite our 

programme. That was very, very impor-

tant.”

The JetBlue brand has been a particular 

boost to Zunum’s talent recruitment 

efforts. Before the investment, Zunum 

might have received five calls back for 

every 20 calls to potential job candidates. 

Since the investment, and because of the 

buzz surrounding it, most of those 

recruiting calls are now returned. “Even if 

they want to say no, there’s curiosity,” 

Kumar said. 

Zunum now has three offices, 30 

full-time employees, and a plan to test its 

12-passenger aircraft by 2019, at which 

point it expects to have up to 150 

employees. It hopes to have the aircraft in 

customer fleets by 2022. 

“Without this nature of backing, we’d be 

very nervous about trying to scale up at 

that pace,” Kumar said. “And we probably 

would not be able to scale up, just not 

being able to pull in the talent at the pace 

we need them.”

And without the confidence to grow, it 

might not have its first customer, either. In 

May, Zunum announced that its first 

customer planned to add up to 100 Zunum 

aircraft to its fleet. 

The customer? JetSuite, a private jet 

charter company, which also happens to be 

a JetBlue partner. 

Informing the future
Many of these complex, long-horizon 

technology investments might not be 

JetBlue’s bread and butter now, or ever. But 

it’s critical for the company to be involved 

in the early stages of development. 

For instance, JetBlue isn’t an aircraft 

manufacturer. But advancing electric-pow-

ered aircraft technology could help its 

bottom line. Once larger aircraft can utilise 

the technology, airlines could reap the 

rewards of cost savings and greater 

financial predictability. Fuel costs, after all, 

are volatile, and they represent a signifi-

cant chunk of an airline’s budget. JetBlue, 

for example, spends about 23% of its 

annual operating budget on fuel. 

There’s also the danger of not getting 

involved at all in these tangential busi-

nesses. It’s the danger of irrelevance. “We’re 

looking through a risk-management lens 

of ‘let’s not get left behind’, to make sure we 

are keeping pace with the changing 

environment,’” Priest said.

And there’s a cultural element to the 

airline’s entry into the venture capital 

arena: The mentality of innovation, long a 

staple of JetBlue’s culture, has been 

refreshed and strengthened. 

“If you look at the fabric of the organisa-

tion,” Priest said, “the way we run our 

business will be more and more influenced 

by the investments we’ve made in these 

ventures and the influence they have on 

the business as time moves forward.”

Business units at the corporate 

headquarters are often asked to consult on 

venture-backed startups and their 

products. Conversely, business units 

increasingly seek the venture arm’s 

expertise to identify emerging technolo-

gies to solve specific problems within the 

company. 

Through those relationships, there are 

new leadership opportunities for up-and-

coming employees. JetBlue personnel 

often serve as board advisers to startups in 

the JetBlue Technology Ventures portfolio. 

Meanwhile, members of JetBlue’s 

finance leadership team, which Priest 

oversees, now have an annual innovation 

goal related to company objectives, which 

is tied to compensation. 

Already, the team is investigating ways 

to improve its payment processes by 

testing technologies that could reduce 

manual transactions, increase refund 

payment options for customers, and speed 

transactions from days to minutes. 

That finance team innovation goal 

didn’t exist before the company’s creation 

of JetBlue Technology Ventures, Priest said. 

“It’s bringing a spirit of innovation 

across the whole organisation,” he said. 

“It’s getting everyone to think in a different 

way.” 

Jack Hagel is an FM magazine editorial 

director. To comment on this article or to 

suggest an idea for another article, contact 

him at Jack.Hagel@aicpa-cima.com. Mark S. 

Brooks is the associate director of innovation 

and strategic partnerships at the Association 

of International Certified Professional 

Accountants. 

Steve Priest, ACMA, CGMA, is CFO of 

JetBlue Airways.
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There is no one-size-fits-all model, but several common 

elements endure with successful corporate accelerators. Here are 

a few: 

Set the right corporate objectives
Strike a balance between strategic and financial objectives. 

Strategic objectives include learning, access to research and 

development (R&D), and market and competitive intelligence 

through the participating startups. Financial objectives include 

recouping costs or achieving a return on investment. 

The specifics of each objective are dependent on an overall 

corporate strategy, but balance is key.

Stay thematically focused
Innovation is an act of discovery, creativity, failure, and learning. 

It sometimes reveals ideas and possibilities that could not have 

been achieved without the innovation process.

Take the Post-it from 3M. The sticky-note product was created 

in a lab when a chemist failed at making a strong adhesive. The 

inventor’s curiosity led him to experiment with the weak 

adhesive that resulted. His learning led to more experiments, 

which eventually led to the Post-it product launch.

Innovation for the corporate accelerator must balance the 

need for embracing and exploring the unexpected while 

focusing on specific types of problems to solve. 

Some startup accelerators are focused on solving a specific 

problem or set of problems within their industry. Others are 

more generally focused on a theme. Either approach is fine 

depending on the corporate culture and strategic objectives. 

Co-ordinate with business units to define the best themes or 

problems for the accelerator to address.

Become a network broker
In launching an accelerator programme, make applicable 

startups aware of the programme, what it offers, its themes, and 

key deadlines. 

A proactive outreach will build a positive reputation and cred-

ibility within the startup ecosystem — key to a sustainable 

corporate accelerator programme.

Begin by engaging with the ecosystem around the accelerator’s 

identified themes. Find startups, venture capital firms, angel 

Instead of withholding 
potentially valuable 
information, the established 
corporations should share it.
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elements of a successful 
corporate accelerator 10

By Mark S. Brooks

Post-it notes grew out of a 3M chemist’s continuing to experiment after failing to create a stronger adhesive.
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Nurseries of innovation

Successful startups are laser-focused on solving a specific market need, have excellent product-market fit, pivot 
quickly in the face of failure, and often have a small staff of nimble professionals who cultivate a culture of innovation. 
Fundamentally, there are five ways that corporations can innovate with and through startups.

Spin out Acquisition Accelerator fund Direct investment fund Limited partner fund

When to do it Commercialise 
corporate R&D 
output

Scale; fill a 
capabilities 
gap

Test ideas and 
gain market 
insights; budget 
or cultural 
constraints

Gain market insights; 
achieve a financial 
return with a hands-on 
approach

Gain market insights; 
achieve a financial 
return with a hands-off 
approach

Concept Third parties 
drive growth 
through your 
innovations 
via licensing 
or acquisition 
by external 
parties

Acquire 
technology 
or 
capabilities 
of a startup

A type of 
corporate venture 
capital (CVC): 
Incubation 
programme 
for early-stage 
companies with 
optional equity 
stake;
$20k+ to selected 
startups; access, 
growth, hands-on

A type of CVC: 
Established corporation 
invests directly in 
a startup for equity 
with expectation of a 
financial return; may 
have board seats; 
corporation may have 
a fiduciary duty to the 
startup; $10m+ fund 
size; equity stake;
3-years+ return rate;
decisions made by 
internal investment 
committee

A type of CVC: 
Established corporation 
invests in a startup 
through a fund managed 
by a third party; 
expectation is financial 
return over the learning 
and access to innovation; 
places fiduciary duty on 
third-party manager; 
$10m+ fund size;
equity stake; 3-years+ 
return rate; decisions 
made by third party

Pros Easy pathway 
to licensing; 
retain 
intellectual 
property

Control; 
ownership

Low risk; low 
expense

First-hand deal flow;
creates new ventures 
for the established 
corporation

Low effort; low risk

Cons Reliant on 
partners

Integration 
challenges; 
long lead 
times; 
expensive; 
culture 
changes

Challenging to 
get deal flow; lots 
of competition to 
attract best talent

Resource intensive;
conflicting fiduciary 
duties

Minimal control; limited 
visibility and influence

investor networks, co-working spaces, other accelerators, and 

professional conferences. 

Cold-calling and emailing is a slow way to start. But with each 

good connection, more introductions become possible. And give 

back in the form of your own introductions, market insights, and 

industry knowledge.

Go beyond capital

The most promising startups have the easiest time raising 

capital. They can be discerning in whose money they accept as 

investment. Therefore, the value proposition of any corporate 

startup accelerator should go beyond capital and should include 

market visibility, access to customers, access to expertise, and 

credibility from association with the corporate. 

Engineer opportunities for startups to engage with customers 

so they can test and learn first-hand. Consider an approach 

through which startups are taken through a formal curriculum 

of topics relevant to the established corporation and its industry. 

Finally, recruit high-calibre experts and relationship brokers 

to mentor, coach, and advise the startup leaders. These advisers 

may find intrinsic value in volunteering their time, but they may 

also find value in influencing the strategic direction of the 

startups, gain market insights themselves, and become future 

investors or acquirers of the startups.

Structure simple terms

The terms of participation in an accelerator should not limit a 

startup’s future success or ability to raise capital at a later stage. 
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With few exceptions, terms should be uniform for the entire group 

of startups selected for the accelerator at a given time. Terms may 

include restrictive permissions to use the established corporation’s 

brand, commitment of the startup to participate in formal events of 

the corporation, and information sharing. 

Depending on the accelerator’s objectives, terms may include 

equity or an agreement for future equity through a convertible 

loan or other instrument. Terms should be simple yet tight 

enough to lock in mutual participation for the duration of the 

programme.

Create internal value
Diffusing the entrepreneurial perspective and market know-

ledge throughout the corporate organisation should always be a 

driving goal of a corporate startup accelerator.

Business units may not always be able to add value to startups 

but may be able to learn from them. Startups tend to be much 

more agile, nimble, quick, and adept at handling failure than the 

typical corporate business unit. Business unit heads and 

technical experts alike should try to see what startups see in the 

market and to understand the startup’s approach to addressing 

market needs. Facilitated interaction, mutual problem-solving, 

or even co-creation with business units can yield value for both.

Be willing to accept failure
Most startups fail. The startups that do succeed often have 

pivoted several times and may eventually change industries or 

create new ones. These successes are based in part on their 

ability to experiment, fail quickly, learn, and adapt. Corporate 

startup accelerators will inevitably select startups that fail. But 

such instances can be celebrated as learning experiences in what 

markets may or may not want. 

Be a good partner
Trust, communication, and acting on mutual interests are 

hallmarks of good partnerships. That’s how established 

corporations should treat startups in their accelerator 

programmes. 

Instead of withholding potentially valuable information, the 

established corporations should share it. Startups will appreciate 

the transparency. Corporations should also broker connectivity 

with other corporations, startups, vendors, and venture capital 

groups for the benefit of participating startups. 

The bottom line for being a good partner is for established 

corporations to do for startups as they would want to have done 

for them if the roles were reversed. All of this builds the 

corporation’s credibility in the startup ecosystem, enabling it to 

attract quality startups in the future.

Staff it with the right talent
Leaders of corporate accelerator programmes often have a 

background in startups, venture capital, or management 

consulting. The ideal leaders will bring a mix of an entrepre-

neurial it-can-be-done attitude, vision, superb communication 

skills, and a keen sense of how to navigate corporate politics. 

In designing, launching, and scaling a corporate accelerator 

programme, leaders may face criticism and resistance from the 

business, especially units that may feel threatened by the 

innovations being pursued. This can be diffused by the soft hand 

of the accelerator leaders and by ensuring that the CEO and other 

senior executives are aligned and supportive.

Create a win-win-win
The most provocative and enduring startup accelerators create a 

win for the startups selected for the programme, a win for the 

corporation and its business units, and a win for the industry in 

which it operates. By adopting this philosophy, it is possible to 

be stronger working together than by working alone.

Mark S. Brooks is the associate director of innovation and strategic 

partnerships at the Association of International Certified Profes-

sional Accountants.   n

For established corporations, the startup accelerator model 

is a relatively low-risk and inexpensive way to innovate. To 

determine if the accelerator model is practical and viable, 

consider these key questions:

How big and active is the startup ecosystem? Growth in 

the number of startups, including those receiving venture 

funding, is a good indicator that the established corpora-

tion’s industry is transforming. Progressive corporations 

will seek to be part of these innovations rather than 

subjected to them later.

How willing is the corporation? Securing senior 

executive sponsorship is necessary to successfully launch 

and sustain a corporate startup accelerator. Making the 

corporation’s board and senior executive team proud of the 

accelerator’s approach, accomplishments, and impact will 

provide the internal credibility needed for business units 

and staff to embrace the opportunity. Equally important is 

the corporation’s willingness to invest time in genuinely 

helping startups with access to knowledge and key 

relationships.

Is the entrepreneurial culture valued by the corporation? 

A key benefit of a corporate accelerator is the knowledge, 

insight, and general entrepreneurial perspective that the 

corporation can gain. The corporation’s culture must be 

willing to see, hear, and accept startups’ perspective. 

Conversely, the corporation must be willing to share, guide, 

and help startups.

— Mark S. Brooks

How to know if a startup accelerator 
is right for your corporation



The digital ledger technology carries enormous transformative 

potential, but finance professionals must adapt their risk management 

practices to the legal and security concerns that accompany it.

By Kirk Phillips, CPA, CGMA

Focus on

blockchain’s risks
before the rewards
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D
igital technology is 

transforming worldwide 

financial markets. 

Blockchain is part of this 

digital innovation.

Financial institutions 

and tech companies have 

invested in blockchain or consortia-based 

blockchain projects to transform 

payments, clearing, and settlements 

(PCS), including how funds are transferred 

and how securities, commodities, and 

derivatives are cleared and settled. One 

consortium, for example, consists of large 

banks and other financial institutions 

collaborating on blockchain for financial 

markets. Individually, tech giants, such as 

IBM and Microsoft, and several big banks 

are working on projects within their own 

internal think tanks.

Switching to blockchain could 

eliminate inefficient processes and 

unnecessary costs, but the digital 

transformation comes with risks that 

finance professionals will have 

to manage.

PCS is a complex set of systems and 

institutions. US PCS systems process 

about 600 million transactions valued at 

about $12.6 trillion daily.

Traditionally, businesses and 

consumers have relied on the central 

bank, clearinghouses, counterparties, and 

intermediaries to maintain custody and 

responsibility of all financial assets. As 

the 2008 worldwide financial meltdown 

showed, this comes with risks.

The arrival of blockchain offers choices 

for managing crypto assets by shifting 

custody and responsibility traditionally 

managed by third parties all the way to an 

organisation itself. There’s also a spectrum 

in between, so the choice doesn’t have to 

be one extreme or the other. It’s imperative 

for finance professionals to invest in 

continuous blockchain education because 

of the complexity and emerging nature of 

the technology.

Elements of a transaction

A financial transaction has three essential 

elements: a network of participants, 

assets to be transferred, and a transfer 

protocol facilitated by financial institu-

tions such as banks and other intermedi-

aries that play a specific role in the 

process. The financial assets consist 

of securities, derivatives, commodities, 

and monetary instruments. Meanwhile, 

direct and indirect participants are 

constantly managing inherent legal, 

settlement, operational, and financial risk 

in PCS activities. This risk management 

framework has slowly adapted along with 

the evolution of the financial system. 

Now add in paradigm-altering block-

chain technology.

Elements of blockchain

Blockchain is a database maintained and 

shared by nodes in a network. Blockchain 

characteristics include peer-to-peer 

networks, cryptography, distributed 

storage, a single shared ledger, algo-

rithmic monetary supply and governance, 

programmable money, and permission-

less or public blockchains versus 

permissioned or private blockchains that 

control the parties allowed to participate. 

It’s important to understand that not all 

blockchains will be the same, that there 

won’t be one solution, and that many 

blockchain implementations may work in 

tandem with one another, forming the 

new worldwide financial system. This is 

where the new blockchain risk 

spectrum emerges.

Legal risk
The legal framework supporting PCS has 

been customised to match the specific 

role of an intermediary or process. If an 

intermediary bears the legal risk for 

settlement and it could be eliminated 

with blockchain, then laws and regula-

tions — which have a history of lagging 

behind innovation — may have to change 

accordingly. The legal and technological 

mismatch is one of the biggest factors 

affecting the speed and method of 

blockchain adoption.

Blockchain innovations are chal-

lenging the legal status quo. A shared 

public blockchain ledger becomes an 

auditable record that can be relied upon 

for assurances and enforceability of 

obligations. However, the legal risk is 

shifted from a known party in the old 

model to no particular party, such as a 

public blockchain. The immutability 

proposition of some blockchains creates a 

highly secure method for ownership 
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solution to those risk factors because 

information and security are spread 

among many participants rather than 

concentrated with a single player. 

Defences to a centralised point of attack 

have proved ineffective against breaches 

like those that occurred with Equifax or 

the US National Security Agency, where 

databases with millions of customer 

records reside in a single gigantic attack 

vector. Risk gets shifted to end points in a 

blockchain model where the end users are 

responsible for managing their own 

digital assets. One giant attack vector of 

millions of data points in the old model 

becomes millions of attack vectors, 

making it far less profitable to hack end 

users one at a time.

A new realm of risks

The blockchain risk spectrum encom-

passes the major aforementioned risks 

along with a new set of considerations 

and four additional risks distin-

guished below.

Key management risk
Private key management, securing a 

digital signature, is the method for 

managing digital assets on blockchains. 

In this context, ownership of assets is 

defined by ownership of private keys. End 

users can now choose complete responsi-

bility and custody of digital assets or 

someplace in between, which never 

existed before. In the traditional financial 

model, third-party financial institutions 

maintain responsibility and custody of 

assets on behalf of owners. Therefore, key 

management risk is the risk that an end 

user fails to manage his or her keys, 

resulting in a total and irreversible loss of 

those assets.

Different kinds of wallets — the 

software used to store digital assets — are 

either hot wallets or cold wallets, which are 

typically referred to as cold storage. Hot 

wallets are connected to the internet and 

cold wallets are not; therefore, hot wallets 

are at a higher risk of being hacked and 

should be used to store lower-value digital 

assets. Cold storage, the more secure 

method, should be used to store high-value 

digital assets for a longer-term holding 

period and less frequent transactions. 

Every wallet has a private key, but the 

method for securing it is different. Hot 

wallets can be a simple app, and cold 

storage can be achieved with a specialised 

hardware device.

blockchains may present a larger 

challenge in defining settlement due to 

the aforementioned centralised control 

and ability to make changes, and the 

potential lack of a financial intermediary 

that may have mitigated risk in the old 

model. The legal framework will also have 

to adapt to new forms of settlement.

Financial risk
Financial intermediaries traditionally 

manage financial risk — the risk that a 

counterparty in the transaction can’t fulfil 

its obligations — by assuming the risk on 

their behalf through settlement guaran-

tees and other tools such as collateral 

posting requirements. Blockchain will 

enable real-time or near real-time 

transaction settlement, which reduces 

credit exposure and frees up liquidity that 

may be otherwise tied up as collateral. The 

net change to credit and liquidity will 

ultimately depend on the blockchain 

implementation, how smart contracts are 

deployed, and the behaviour of the 

parties involved.

Operational risk
Any system failure in the PCS process 

undermining a successful settlement is 

an operational risk. Safety and integrity 

are paramount to financial systems and 

hence the reason for regulation in the 

current centralised model.

Operational risks include system 

outages, security, resiliency, and capacity. 

Blockchain can provide a superior 

where multiple parties share one version 

of the truth rather than each party 

maintaining its own version of events. 

Financial institutions may prefer private 

or permissioned blockchains because of 

the need for transaction privacy, but in 

either case the legal framework needs to 

adapt and clearly define legal liability.

Blockchain may use smart contracts, 

which are agreements that seek to enforce 

themselves by means of code rather than 

courts. If a weakness is exploited in the 

smart contract or the underlying code 

— for example, when a hacker in 2016 

stole $55 million worth of cryptocurrency 

from a smart contract called the DAO, a 

decentralised autonomous organisation 

— the legal liability becomes unclear as 

well as the ability to mitigate the loss. An 

exploit like this would have a major 

impact on worldwide financial markets.

In response to the 2016 hack, the 

developers chose to roll back the ledger by 

implementing a hard fork on the 

ethereum network, resulting in the 

blockchain’s splitting into two versions. 

Conversely, a permissioned blockchain 

centralises control and the inherent 

ability to make transactional or other 

changes, which is more akin to the 

existing financial model. Blockchain can 

eliminate legacy risks, but new risks arise 

in the process.

Settlement risk
The expectation of a financial transaction 

completing as agreed is a significant risk 

in PCS, defined as settlement risk. There 

is a legally defined moment where a 

transaction can be relied upon as 

irrevocable. Bitcoin transactions are 

grouped into blocks that are consecu-

tively added to the blockchain in a 

process called mining. The finality of a 

transaction settlement approaches 100% 

after several successive blocks. For 

example, a bitcoin transaction is generally 

considered final after six blocks or 

confirmations when it becomes infea-

sible to rewrite the ledger. Private 

Blockchain innovations are 
challenging the legal status quo.
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moment because of the possibility that a 

transaction, block of transactions, or the 

blockchain ledger is eventually rewritten.

A blockchain reorganisation happens 

when a client finds a new, longer 

blockchain than the one it was working 

on, and switching to the longer chain 

creates orphaned blocks of transactions. 

This can happen for a variety of reasons, 

but it’s also a natural temporary phenom-

enon that happens daily as transactions 

propagate a global distributed network. 

For example, bitcoin miners will stay on 

or revert to the longest chain to stay in 

consensus as designed by the protocol. 

The blockchain history and the order of 

blocks and transactions may be rewritten 

over the course of minutes or hours, but 

this nonetheless obscures the legally 

defined moment of settlement in a 

proof-of-work model like bitcoin. This 

wouldn’t happen with every kind of 

distributed ledger; not every distributed 

ledger is the same, and each kind may 

have a unique set of risks to consider.

PCS risks have been managed for a long 

time in the traditional financial world 

with a strong legal framework. Blockchain 

introduces new risks, creating a gap in the 

legal framework and a new set of security 

considerations that must be closed for 

successful adoption of blockchain 

technology and realisation of all its 

promises. Finance professionals need 

continuous education to stay ahead of 

this quickly emerging technology and to 

take advantage of all the opportunities.

Kirk Phillips, CPA, CGMA, is the author of 

The Ultimate Bitcoin Business Guide, a 

reference for entrepreneurs and business 

advisers. He is an initial coin offering, 

blockchain, and cryptocurrency adviser and 

has substantial cryptocurrency investments. 

To comment on this article or to suggest an 

idea for another article, contact Sabine 

Vollmer, an FM magazine senior editor, at 

Sabine.Vollmer@aicpa-cima.com.   n

into different wallets. During this period 

of uncertainty, an organisation’s liquidity 

could be impacted, especially if a 

significant portion of its assets are tied up 

in a particular coin. Forking and 

chain-split risk may adversely affect the 

assets, liquidity, creditworthiness, and 

solvency of participants because of the 

time and resources it takes to work 

through the change. Finance profes-

sionals must anticipate and hedge the 

new realm of risks that arise 

with blockchains.

Consensus and governance risks
Consensus is a process of agreeing on one 

continuous version of a blockchain 

ledger. Governance is the process of 

ongoing protocol maintenance and 

enacting code changes. Consensus and 

governance work hand in hand, and they 

can result from a combination of people 

and code execution. Consensus and 

governance risks are the risks that 

developers or other responsible stake-

holders can’t agree on a timely change to a 

protocol or that a protocol change is 

enacted that adversely affects a party 

similarly to blockchain forks. It also 

encompasses the risk that settlement 

can’t be relied upon as a legally defined 

Mismanaging private keys and 

resulting hacks usually come from a 

failure to back up the keys and store them 

in a safe or other appropriate method. In 

other cases, an inside job is the culprit, so 

bad actors within an organisation are a 

threat to security. Private key manage-

ment may be the most important concept 

for finance professionals to understand, 

practise, and develop.

Code and cryptography risk
Every new technology may be tested, 

regardless of the degree of confidence in 

them, to gain assurance that the systems 

are working as intended. The proper level 

of assurance requires a high degree of 

technical expertise that is currently in 

short supply. Blockchain projects need to 

check their own code for bugs before, 

during, and after implementation. The 

risk of using a weak method of encryption 

without a proper amount of randomness 

to create the expected level of security can 

result in an exploitation, or the under-

lying code may not be properly audited by 

developers. As the DAO hack showed, 

failure to test the code and a rush to 

implement can result in significant loss 

of funds.

There’s also a risk that current 

cryptographic methods can be broken 

with more sophisticated technology, like 

quantum computing, or that those 

methods can’t be improved and imple-

mented in time to thwart an attack. Some 

blockchain projects have already 

developed a provable quantum-resistant 

ledger, but overestimating the level of 

security achieved creates a hidden 

vulnerability. Technical assurance is one 

of the biggest challenges for finance 

professionals and risk practitioners.

Forks and chain-split risks
Blockchain developers make software 

upgrades by implementing hard forks or 

soft forks, usually requiring an agreement 

among a majority of nodes for successful 

implementation. In some cases, a 

minority of nodes may prefer and 

continue to support the old chain, which 

may result in the original chain’s 

permanently splitting into two chains 

with two respective coins. For example, 

ethereum (ETH) split into ethereum 

classic (ETC), and both chains exist today. 

Sometimes wallet software has to be 

upgraded, or coin-splitting tools are 

created to support separating the coins 

Finance professionals need to invest 
in continuous blockchain education 
because of the complexity and 
emerging nature of the technology.
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Risk management professionals must convince decision-makers to take 

action, particularly when the added value is intangible. Here’s how. 

By Mike Skorupski, CPA, CGMA

E
ver-changing and 

ever-expanding business 

needs prompt a 

thorough reconsidera-

tion of the risk oversight 

process. A recent update 

to the Committee of 

Sponsoring Organiza-

tions of the Treadway Commission’s 

(COSO’s) enterprise risk management 

(ERM) framework offers new ideas as to 

how a business’s value can be preserved, 

or even enhanced, by incorporating and 

examining risks right from the strategy 

formulation stage. 

This approach elevates ERM from an 

operational- and compliance-focused 

information-gathering and reporting 

model by making it much more strategy 

focused so it can add value for organisa-

tions. Implementing the change poses a 

challenge in itself, as organisations, 

especially larger ones, tend to be reluctant 

to redefine their existing ERM process 

without a clear cost/benefit analysis with 

manifested added value. (See the sidebar, 

“From Theory to Practice,” for a list of 

steps that can help guide the implementa-

tion process.)

This raises the question of how risk 

management professionals can persuade 

decision-makers to integrate risk 

management insights identified through 

the organisation’s ERM process with 

strategic planning, particularly when the 

added value cannot be quantified, as is the 

case with risks prevented or averted.

Many would agree that corporate 

governance is improved in organisations 

that adopt more sophisticated ERM 

systems and that there is a direct 

correlation between the maturity of the 

ERM system and the robustness of the 

entity’s oversight and governance. 

The outcome of maintaining the status 

quo — that is, not connecting ERM with 

strategy and performance and not 

changing any business processes 

accordingly — could be to cause a critical 

failure that proves too costly for any 

company to bear, even on the most 

remote basis. Examples abound of 

corporate strategic crises caused by 

emerging risks that disrupted the 

organisation’s core business model. In 

other cases, surprising low-probability 

but catastrophic events — “black swans” 

— have proved fatal to companies when 

they do materialise. 

Companies find integrating risk into 

strategy to be a significant challenge, 

according to research conducted as part of 

the Association of International Certified 

Professional Accountants and North 

Carolina State University’s Enterprise Risk 

Management Initiative for the 2017 Global 

Risk Oversight Report. Fewer than 20% of 

organisations in Europe and the UK or in 

the US surveyed for the report believe 

their risk management processes provide 

a unique competitive advantage. Only 

about 50% of respondents from around 

the world agreed with the statement, 

“Risk exposures are considered when 

evaluating new strategic initiatives.” 

Globally, there is a disconnect between 

enterprise risk oversight and strategy 

execution, the research concludes.

Proactive framework

Foreseeable events and risks are best 

addressed at the start of the strategy and 

business planning process. Leaders need 

to take into account the company’s risk 

appetite and the external business context 

as strategic opportunities are considered. 

For example, if my risk appetite for global 

expansion is high, then I will be willing to 

pursue my strategy for expanding into a 

particular country even if there is political 

instability there. A company with a lower 

risk appetite might decide to reframe the 
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The following steps outline how to implement incremental 

changes in an organisation’s strategic planning and risk 

management processes: 

Step 1: Stakeholder analysis
Identify stakeholders to the strategic planning and risk 

management processes and align their interests early in the 

process. This will facilitate smoother implementation of risk 

and strategy and help prevent hiccups in later stages. 

Consultations with stakeholders and subject-matter experts 

will ensure a well-thought-out process that will have a 

greater chance of success. Agree to have regular discus-

sions focused on resolving issues or removing roadblocks 

throughout the process.

Step 2: Communication
Communicate the benefits of proactively considering risks 

when designing strategies, and provide regular updates on 

the implementation of the process. If communication 

regarding embedding ERM in the strategy formulation 

process can be reinforced with signals from the top, this will 

give the need for risk and strategy integration additional 

credibility and a necessary sense of priority. Engaging 

employees from affected departments will help to crystalise 

the final process concept.

Step 3: Policies and procedures
Review existing policies and procedures, if any, and make 

necessary adjustments to help encourage the flow and 

timing of risk and strategy information to key stakeholders. If 

existing documentation is out of date, an overhaul might be 

needed. This is a good opportunity to take a fresh look at the 

written version and how that might differ from current 

practice. 

Step 4: Training
Training should also be offered to ensure that all employees 

understand the enhancement and the rationale behind 

strengthening the integration of risk information generated 

by the ERM process with strategic planning. This can 

reinforce what is required during the execution stage and 

when. 

Step 5: Revisions and execution
Before setting things in motion, a sanity check might be 

needed to ensure that the updated approach to integrating 

risk information with strategic planning will work. Surprises 

often crop up at every stage of the implementation, even 

after a successful execution phase. Once the upgraded 

system is working smoothly, a consistent and systematic 

feedback and quality-review process can ensure its sustain-

ability. If the ERM process enhancement is not providing the 

desired outcome, corrective action will be needed.

From theory to practice
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strategy to limit expansion to a “safer” 

group of countries. 

The updated COSO framework 

recommends coordinating the ERM 

process with the strategy formulation 

dimension. Predefining and integrating 

risk at the strategic planning level would 

be truly preventive in nature as it would 

spotlight risks at an early stage before they 

become much bigger problems. New 

business models or major corporate 

initiatives would have to be evaluated to 

see not only if they fit the company’s risk 

appetite, but also whether they are aligned 

with its mission, vision, and values. It 

would be important to consider “what if” 

scenarios at the inception of the new 

business model to tally up all risk 

considerations that could potentially 

materialise given the chosen model or 

initiative. 

Implications to consider 
Let us look at the example of entering a 

new market, which would be considered a 

major strategic initiative. What would that 

decision entail? We will focus here on 

implications for the chosen strategy and 

prospects for deviations from the 

company’s set objectives if significant risk 

considerations are not handled properly.

Geopolitical and economic
What is the political and business 

environment that the company would 

be operating in, and what are the 

consequences of such a venture? Is the 

country considered to be a high or low 

political and/or economic risk? If entry 

into this market is ultimately deemed 

viable, what are the next steps required 

to examine these risks further and 

develop appropriate responses? Risk 

considerations might include the 

potential for shifts in political ideology 

or trade policy, among increasing geopo-

litical uncertainties. 

Operational excellence
What is the true cost of doing business in 

the given environment? Take, for example, 

a country that has an unfavourable score 

in Transparency International’s Corrup-

tion Perceptions Index. How would a 

foreign manufacturing company set up 

end-to-end supply chain manufacturing 

processes to minimise or avoid risk to 

reputation and the brand? What is the 

country’s security risk? What steps are 

required to ensure employee safety in 

high-risk countries?

Depending on the circumstances, the 

new market entry proposal might get the 

go ahead, with the company accepting 

identified risks and/or minimising them 

to the extent possible.

It is important to integrate both the 

tangible and intangible risks of market 

entry into the strategic decision-making 

process to ensure that the right and 

holistic business decision is made and 

that the appropriate action is taken 

upfront to handle those predefined risks 

accordingly. If this does not happen, 

mitigating risks on a post factum basis is 

likely to involve much greater effort and 

investment.

Key issues and challenges 
In practice, elevating the ERM programme 

and embedding it in the strategy formula-

tion process requires the following 

conditions to be in place: 

Management approval
The first step would be to convince 

decision-makers that this enhancement is 

indeed a step in the right direction for the 

company. Whoever is responsible for 

governance in the organisation, including 

risk management, would have to present a 

business case, setting out the incremental 

changes, and receive proper approval for 

its implementation from top manage-

ment. The challenge here would be to 

demonstrate and persuade that the 

tangible and intangible benefits will 

indeed outweigh the perceived cost of that 

change. It boils down to demonstrating 

that unique competitive advantage.

Change management
Each significant change will impact the 

way employees conduct their activities, 

and processes would have to be adjusted. 

One important element of this could be 

the creation of a direct interface between 

the strategy and ERM functions to 

establish and promote structured and 

regular interaction and the sharing of risk 

and strategy information. This would 

require those departments to collaborate 

on an ongoing basis and, thus, also help 

overcome the silo mentality.

Tone from the top
Senior management’s sponsorship of and 

commitment to the change will be crucial to 

the proper implementation of the process. 

Without the right tone from the top, the 

integration of risk and strategy is unlikely to 

succeed, with potentially damaging 

consequences. What is even more impor-

tant is to repeat messages, and follow them 

up with actions, that management is not 

only committed to embedding explicit risk 

considerations in critical business areas 

related to strategy, but it is also serious about 

the programme and its ongoing success. 

This is by far the most important aspect of a 

successful implementation. 

But what happens when you encounter 

roadblocks involving lack of co-operation 

from management? “We need to be bold 

and utilise different available escalation 

mechanisms when a matter has a 

seriously detrimental impact on the 

business as a whole,” said Bob Hirth, 

COSO’s chairman emeritus. 

Collaboration and transparency
Without an open-book policy and sharing 

of relevant and adequate information, the 

system will not achieve its full potential. In 

organisations that are spread all over the 

world, the information flow between key 

employees could be impeded, posing a 

further challenge for risk managers. The 

ERM and strategy functions would have to 

closely collaborate to share knowledge and 

competencies and, consequently, become 

undivided business partners. Similar 

collaborations need to be advocated at all 

levels of the organisation to promote an 

open-book policy and culture. 

Mike Skorupski, CPA, CGMA, is corporate 

head of ERM at Siemens Gamesa Renewable 

Energy in Denmark. To comment on this 

article or to suggest an idea for another article, 

contact Jack Hagel, an FM magazine editorial 

director, at Jack.Hagel@aicpa-cima.com.  ■

Risks are best addressed at the 
start of the strategy and business 
planning process.



Respect and good listening can steer business 

travellers safely through fraught discussions. 

By Chris Sheedy

Navigating tricky
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M
any people have 

an interest in 

— and sometimes 

strong opinions 

about — politics 

and policy in 

countries other 

than their own. 

Those who travel for business are likely to 

find themselves in meetings, at confer-

ences, attending dinners, and in many 

other situations where the sensitive 

matter of political viewpoint might enter 

the conversation.

Such conversations are tricky because 

opinions are likely to be split amongst the 

people in the room, meaning you’re 

offending someone no matter which way 

you lean. So how does a professional 

business person enter into a political 

conversation and make it out the other 

side unscathed? Begin by remaining 

positive and not directly answering 

political questions, said Danny 

Armstrong, managing partner of interna-

tional accounting and advisory firm 

ShineWing Australia.

In a public situation, Armstrong said 

he uses his media training and simply 

says he’d prefer to focus on the work he is 

doing for his clients. “I talk about the busi-

ness-related statistics and all of the 

positive things that are going on,” he said.

Anna Musson, director and founder of 

Australian business The Good Manners 

Company, said Armstrong’s method of 

bridging from a dangerous topic to a safer 

one is excellent. A simple response such 

as, “It’s funny you should mention that, 

because it reminds me that I wanted to get 

your opinion on X,” is also a good way 

around a prickly topic. Rather than 

shutting down the other person, it is an 

invitation for them to speak further, but 

on a different topic.

Rather than aggressively disagreeing, 

Musson said it is easier and more socially 

acceptable to shift the discussion. “Try 

something as simple as, ‘That raises an 

interesting question of leadership. What 

do you think people really desire in a 

leader?’” she suggested. “And if all else 

fails and you’re in a group setting, a 

simple ‘excuse me’ before you walk away 

conveys no rudeness or attempt to avoid a 

question, merely that nature or hosting 

duties call.”

Focus on listening, not talking
It’s imperative to speak with great care 

when discussing politics, religion, or love 

lives, said Daniel Post Senning, etiquette 

author and spokesperson for the Emily 

Post Institute, an American institution in 

the field of etiquette. While religion and 

romance are always sensitive topics, 

politics as a conversation focus is a 

pendulum that swings from relatively safe 

to terribly treacherous, and right now it is 

the latter.

“Politics is not the most intimate nor 

the most personal thing we can discuss,” 

he said. “There are things about family, 

finances, and personal health that people 

hold even more closely and take even 

more care with. At the same time, people 

have very different and strongly held 

opinions and perspectives on politics.”
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As a result, Post Senning said it’s 

important to have in mind a strategy or 

framework for dealing with such a conver-

sation when it comes up. In a world that is 

smaller thanks to technology but still 

highly diverse and complex, a fluency in 

social expectations and a willingness to 

understand the points of view of others is 

as vital as a passport and credit card.

Begin by consciously defaulting to a 

higher level of formality and expectation 

of yourself, Post Senning recommended. 

What does this mean in practice? It’s a lot 

more about listening than it is about 

offering your own opinion.

“If there’s an opinion or question 

arising in your mind, proceed with a little 

more caution than you usually might,” he 

said. “Simply ask, and then listen. That’s a 

great way to have any conversation that is 

potentially controversial or difficult. One 

of the prices of admission for such 

conversations is a willingness to hear 

people out, to listen to people who have 

different opinions to yours.

“That means really listen. You’re not 

just listening while you wait for your turn 

to talk, but listen in an active and engaged 

way, where you’re also looking for cues on 

what they’re comfortable with, how they’d 

like to proceed, or even whether they’re 

comfortable to proceed.”

Be interested and make sure you have 

some familiarity with the likely situations 

and points of view of locals. Wherever you 

travel, it’s very easy with just a small 

investment of time and effort to gain a 

basic understanding of the issues and 

challenges in a specific geographic area.

“Do a little work ahead of time,” Post 

Senning recommended. “Have a creative 

curiosity about the world. Cultivate that 

curiosity and use it to your advantage. Be 

interested, because it will make you more 

interesting; it will make you a better guest, 

and it’ll probably help you get more out of 

your experience in a place.”

Practical tips for conversation 
navigation
If you’re lost for a question to ask in order 

to sensitively avoid offering an opinion, 

Post Senning said to consider repeating 

what you have just heard, but in the form 

of a question:

●●● “Am I hearing you correctly? Did you 

just say …”

●●● “Could you clarify what you’re saying 

so I can better understand your point 

of view?”

also works well in a group situation when 

you sense the conversation could be 

moving into dangerous territory. “Just say, 

‘Sorry to interrupt. It’s wonderful to hear 

so many different opinions. On another 

topic, could I ask what you think of …’,” she 

said.

Roden recommended going into every 

conversation armed with a “safe list” of 

topics. She said such a list might include 

the weather, sports, family, work, news, 

movies, travel, music, educational 

courses, organisations, social clubs and 

charities, books, restaurants, food, pets, 

and hobbies. There is a lot to discuss that 

is not politics.

“Within these topic areas you still need 

to be careful,” she warned. “If you’re 

discussing a hobby and others are glazing 

over, it’s time to change direction. If you’re 

discussing news, steer clear of anything 

political or connected with religion, etc.”

Never fight fire with fire
It’s vital that you never take professional 

conversations personally or return fire, 

which turns a conversation into an 

argument, Post Senning said. 

“Sometimes it can be very easy to 

[elevate] the importance of the topic that 

you’re discussing, compared to the 

importance of the relationship you’re 

developing,” he said. “Are you really going 

to make an argument that changes their 

point of view on a topic about which 

they’re already passionate?

“It’s more likely that what you’re 

involved in is a goodwill discourse 

intended to show that you are a person of 

intelligence who has respect and 

consideration for the other person, even if 

they might have a different opinion. A 

good conversation is a wonderful, 

powerful thing, so don’t ruin it with a 

political argument.”

Chris Sheedy is a freelance writer based in 

Australia. To comment on this article or to 

suggest an idea for another article, contact 

Chris Baysden, an FM magazine associate 

director, at Chris.Baysden@aicpa-cima.com.  ■

●●● “That’s a very interesting point of 

view. Could you expand on that for 

me?”

“A follow-up question is great,” he said. 

“It’s one of my favourite tips to people. It 

shows that you’re engaged in the 

conversation and that you are actively 

listening. It removes the obligation for 

you to express an opinion, and it gives 

you time to consider what it is that you 

might say next.”

If you do hear something that is 

against your beliefs, or that you consider 

offensive, it is perfectly acceptable to 

“deny a social smile”, Post Senning said. 

“If somebody is making an inappro-

priate joke or venturing into offensive 

territory, an open withholding of 

affirmation for that person’s statement, 

through the denial of desired reaction 

such as a laugh, a smile, or a nod, is a very 

powerful thing and is perfectly acceptable. 

Don’t underestimate your power to turn 

away a comment that’s difficult or 

awkward by simply not participating.”

Treska Roden, a business etiquette 

coach from Australian business Corporate 

Protocol International, said a participant 

in a political conversation must be aware 

of the way they are phrasing their 

comments. For example:

●●● “You’re wrong about that” is aggres-

sive and abrasive.

●●● “Obviously we disagree on this, but I 

can see your point of view” is friend-

lier and more professional, as is, “I 

don’t think I agree with you on that, 

but I see where you’re coming from.”

●●● “Let’s agree to disagree, but can I ask 

your opinion on …” is a good way to 

end a potentially tricky discussion 

and indicate that you’d like to redi-

rect to another topic. 

The final statement above, Roden said, 

‘Simply ask, and then listen.’
Daniel Post Senning, etiquette expert
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Creating a vision for the future

You can’t see the future, but with the right insight you 

can prepare for it. This briefing paper excerpt is part of 

a yearlong, worldwide project to understand the future 

form and direction of the finance function.

Change is the new norm in many organisations — 

particularly within the finance function. Yet, because of 

this rapid evolution, there isn’t a composite picture of the 

finance function of the future. It is this vision that we at 

the Association of International Certified Professional 

Accountants aim to create. 

With more than 667,000 members and students in 184 

countries, we are uniquely well-positioned to work with 

global stakeholders to investigate, analyse, and document 

how the finance function is changing.  

Using interviews, roundtables, and surveys, this 

comprehensive global research project brings together 

different organisational views — to deliver insight into 

the process of change and to synthesise a picture of the 

finance function of the future. 

Our research aims to answer the following questions for 

you:

XX How will the future be different for your organisation?

XX What are the drivers of change for your organisation?

XX What are the implications for finance?

XX How should finance prepare for the changes?

To do this, we conducted more than 300 interviews and 

50 roundtable discussions on the future of finance and 

identified several common trends emerging across a 

range of topics. These trends provided our research team 

with a series of insights into the finance function of the 

future, and this paper is the third of four that explore the 

key themes from our research. These themes are:

1. The changing role and mandate of finance.

2. Changing technology and finance.

3. The changing shape of the finance function.

4. Changing competencies and mindsets.
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Theme 3:  
The changing shape of the finance function

An interviewee from the Indian banking sector shared this 

insight: “The expectations of the finance role have changed. 

Finance is now embedding itself across the business.” The 

comment reflected the prevailing sentiment of respondents 

and demonstrated the radically changing nature of the 

finance function. Our research reveals that an expanding 

mandate for finance, digital technologies, and new sources 

of data are combining to change the shape of the finance 

function.  

As expectations and skills evolve, that shape is migrating 

from a traditional hierarchical triangle (where broader 

populations of workers report directly upwards to a series 

of ever-narrower management bands) to a hexagonal 

structure (where expert teams collaborate as equals to 

achieve shared corporate objectives).

The evolving shape has implications for finance 

professionals. It will impact:

XX Career paths and succession planning upwards through 

the structure, as the lower-tier career ladders erode.

XX The skills needed to remain relevant. These will change 

and go far beyond the traditional accountant’s skillset.

XX The conventional mindset where finance works in 

isolation. This will shift instead to a strategically and 

commercially aware mindset.

We will continue to monitor the evolving shape of the 

finance function as it informs the practical experience 

requirements for CGMA designation holders, lifelong 

learning, and continuous professional development needs. 

How the shape of the finance  
function is changing

In the digital age, our research shows that the finance 

function’s shape has evolved into a hexagonal 

structure. 

Figure 1: The shape of the finance function in  

the digital age

Leading the 
finance team

Partnering for value to 
influence and shape how 
the organisation creates 

and preserves value

Specialists generating 
further insights in their 

areas of specialism

Assembling and 
extracting data and 

providing limited insight

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Traditionally, the shape was a hierarchical triangle 

with a broad base and fewer roles at senior levels. 

Over the past two decades, the shape then evolved 

to a segregated triangle, which was driven by 

globalisation and advances in information and 

communications technology. This change allowed 

routine processes to be migrated to shared service 

centres — the bottom section of the segregated 

triangle represents the finance function activity 

carried out within shared service centres.

This briefing paper will:

XX Explore how and why the shape is changing.

XX Explore how service areas within the finance  
function are evolving.

XX Explore the changing skillsets of  
finance professionals.

 Reading time: 30 minutes.
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The hexagonal shape of the digital age shows the 
impact of technological automation as it continues to 
erode the traditional triangular base (Figure 2). This 
erosion has implications for succession planning; those 
basic finance activities, which are now automated, 
had provided the traditional training ground for finance 
professionals.

Many of the lower-level tasks involved in “assembling 
and extracting data and providing limited insight” and 
“specialists generating further insights in their areas  
of specialism” have been, and will continue to be,  

automated (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The impact of technological change on the 

shape of the finance function

Impact of

technological

automation

Impact of

technological

automation

Most of these tasks are likely to be clerical in 
nature, rather than tasks performed by professional 
accountants. Professional-level tasks will still exist 
in the management and continuous improvement of 
processes. Indeed, this understanding and the use 
of new technologies will be increasingly important in 
process improvement.

Higher-value services, present within “specialists 
generating further insights in their areas of specialism” 
(including financial planning and analysis) are now 
offered from shared service centres or centres of 

excellence, causing the central bulge in the hexagonal 
shape. Here, finance professionals will increasingly 
work in multidisciplinary teams, assembled in skills 
combinations that support the business. The flat top to 
the structure shows a move to a collaborative finance 
leadership approach.

In our interviews, we asked individuals to describe the 
number of hierarchical reporting levels within their 
finance functions. This research allowed us to create a 
composite picture of the reporting levels that sculpt the 
shape of the finance function within the digital age. We 
found it consists of four levels. From the top downwards 
these are:

XX Level 1: Leading the finance team.

XX Level 2: Partnering for value to influence and shape 
how the organisation creates and preserves value.

XX Level 3: Specialists generating further insights in their 
areas of specialism.

XX Level 4: Assembling and extracting data and 
providing limited insight. 

When overlaid with the Global Management Accounting 
Principles’ definition of management accounting, we can 
start to understand the different responsibilities of these 
levels. The principles define management accounting 
as “the sourcing, analysis, communication and use of 
decision-relevant financial and non-financial information 
to generate and preserve value for organisations”. In this 
context, the responsibilities of each level are as follows:

XX Level 1: To enable and shape the generation and 
preservation of value for organisations.

XX Level 2: To communicate the insight and moral  
of the story.

XX Level 3: To shape the story through the analysis  
and use of decision-relevant financial and  
nonfinancial information.

XX Level 4: To source the information for the story.

Hierarchical Segregated Digital age

Figure 2: The evolution of the finance function shape
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Why the shape of the finance  
function is changing

Our interviews indicate there are three main reasons 
why the shape of the finance function is changing. 
These reasons are the changing mandate for finance, 

technology, and finance function capability.  

1.  The changing mandate for finance

The role of the finance function continues to shift in 
emphasis towards management rather than accounting. 
This emerging mandate is based on twin beliefs: first, 
that the finance function has a unique end-to-end view 
of an organisation; and second, that the chief financial 
officer (CFO) has the business understanding to work 
alongside the chief executive officer (CEO) as a  
co-pilot — explaining the increasing focus on business 
partnering. This recognises the important role of 
management accountants who, as guardians of the 
business model, apply the discipline of commercial 
finance to decision-making and value creation.

The shape of the finance function, and those within it, 
are evolving to better enable “partnering for value to 
influence and shape how the organisation creates and 
preserves value”. This role is increasingly central to the 
finance function — and explains why the hexagon bulges 

outwards at the Level 2 tier.

2.  Technology

Organisations are using technologies to improve 
the efficiency of the finance function and build 
new capabilities for it. An example of this is how 
organisations are embracing technology to support 

the automation of management information processes 
and provide reporting to the rest of the business on 
a self-service basis. In turn, this is contributing to the 
narrowing of “assembling and extracting data and 
providing limited insight” (Level 4). However, it’s also 
heightening the need for skills and talent in two other 
levels: “specialists generating further insights in their 
areas of specialism” (Level 3) and “partnering for value 
to influence and shape how the organisation creates and 
preserves value” (Level 2).

a. New data sources and analysis methods

The availability of a wide range of new data sources and 
the means to conduct advanced analytics are providing 
opportunities to better inform decision-making. By 
contrast, in the past, these decisions had to be based 
on personal judgement. Now, for example, predictive 
analytics improves forecasting, and it is likely that 
analytics will extend the financial planning and analysis 
(FP&A) area of the finance function. This is pulling 
demand for talent into the higher echelons of Level 3 — 
“specialists generating further insights in their areas of 
specialism”.

Our interviews revealed examples where digital centres 
of excellence are providing new insights into customers’ 
behaviour and experiences, derived from data. These 
insights are enabling management teams to deal with 
important intangibles in a better, more informed way.

b. Automation and cognitive computing

A 2016 McKinsey report studied which functions could 

be automated by advancing technology.

Data
collection

Data
processing

Applying
expertise

Stakeholder
interactions

Managing
others

64% 69% 18% 20% 9%

More automatable activities Less automatable activities

Estimates of extent to which different types of roles could be automated; Source: McKinsey.

Figure 4: McKinsey’s report into the technical potential for automation in the US
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McKinsey’s research examined groups of 
occupational activities and ranked them according 
to their susceptibility to automation (Figure 4). 
Work activities at risk of automation include data 
collection, data processing, and predictable physical 
work. Less automatable activities include managing 

others, applying expertise, stakeholder interactions, 
and unpredictable physical work.  

What’s interesting about the McKinsey infographic 
is how it sits when overlaid across the digital age’s 
hexagonal-shaped finance function (Figure 5), below.

It confirms what our interviews are exploring — that 
advances in technology, and particularly in robotic 
process automation, are providing opportunities to 
automate many routine, clerical activities. Cognitive 
computing, such as artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, and natural language programming, are also 
providing opportunities to automate advanced data 
analytics, report writing, and even conversations. Higher 
up the hexagon, new technologies will augment what 
humans can do and support roles that require personal 
interaction and the ability to manage others — which are 
areas less likely to be automated. 

Data collection

Data processing

Applying expertise

Stakeholder interactions

Managing others

Leading the 
finance team

Partnering for value to 
influence and shape how 
the organisation creates 

and preserves value

Specialists generating 
further insights in their 

areas of specialism

Assembling and 
extracting data and 

providing limited insight

3.  Finance function capability

Historically, the finance function has had a mandate 
to focus on organisational efficiencies and reduce 
operational costs. In many organisations, this focus has 
heralded lean operational processes, and now there is 
no more fat to trim. Technology is also at a point where 
machines can be left to monitor process costing and 
highlight patterns of efficiency. This shift has refocused 
the finance function towards revenue and value creation, 
which, in turn, has impacted the function’s shape. Level 
2 — “partnering for value to influence and shape how the 
organisation creates and preserves value” — becomes 
the focal point for these activities and is another reason 
for the bulge in the finance function shape at this point. 
There are also implications for the competencies required 
by finance professionals in Level 2, and these are explored 
in our briefing paper Emerging Theme 4: Changing 

Competencies and Mindsets.

Together, these developments are radically altering the 
delivery model for the finance function. As the delivery 
model evolves, its shape adapts into the emerging 
hexagonal structure present in our research.   ■

Figure 5: The potential for automation of the finance function in the digital age

To read the full briefing paper and find the 

collection of Future of Finance resources, go to  

www.cgma.org/resources/future-of-finance.html



Skill up, Stand out and Succeed 
– with an IFRS Certificate

Develop your global financial reporting 
expertise with the IFRS Certificate 
programme. This programme 
consists of 25 online self-study 
modules to guide you through 
concepts under each area of IFRS.  

After completing the 40.5 hours of this 
programme you will:

•    Obtain the necessary proficiency in 
complex areas including financial 
instruments and business combinations.

•    Acquire a broad overview of key IFRS 
definitions and concepts.

•    Be able to apply the fundamental principles 
of IFRS across a range of accounting topics.

•    Understand the accounting impact of the 
latest standards and amendments issued 
by the IASB.

When you’ve completed the programme, you 
will receive a digital badge that allows you to 
easily display and share your achievement on 
your online professional profiles.

Visit CGMA Store to start 
learning today! 

www.cgmastore.com/IFRS
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Accounting system selection   

Selecting a new accounting or enterprise resource 
planning system is one of the most important 
business decisions you will make for your 
organisation. This article offers advice to help 
you make the right choice.
 

By J. Carlton Collins, CPA
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F 
or management 

accountants, selecting 

an accounting or 

enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) system 

can be a daunting — 

and intimidating — 

task. The stakes for this 

decision are huge. Choosing the wrong 

accounting or ERP system can be 

disastrous for your organisation and 

might reflect poorly on those who made 

the selection. 

Using an appropriate selection process 

can help accountants make a decision 

that will best benefit their organisation 

— and themselves. To help you conduct 

your best accounting or ERP system 

evaluation-and-selection process, this 

article examines eight common evalua-

tion and selection mistakes, with 

suggestions for avoiding these errors. 

Please note that, for the most part, these 

common mistakes are presented without 

mentioning specific accounting system or 

ERP brand names. 

consultant, they should be as inde-

pendent as possible and should possess 

expert-level understanding of a wide 

range of accounting and ERP solutions 

that might meet your specific needs. If the 

consulting team that works with your 

organisation is proficient in only one 

solution, it may conduct a lengthy and 

costly evaluation and ultimately recom-

mend a system that does not fit your 

needs. The results are wasted months, 

wasted money, and a biased recommen-

dation that likely will not be your best 

solution. 

Solution: If at all possible, conduct 

your own accounting or ERP system 

search the best you can. Identify all 

possible candidate solutions, eliminate 

obviously wrong solutions, rank the 

remaining candidates based on your 

impression of best fit, then have 

consultants representing each of the top 

three candidate products come in to 

present their best educational sales 

pitches. If a stellar solution does not 

emerge from this process, then evaluate 

your fourth or fifth options. In most 

cases, this process can work, though it 

places greater demands on management 

to identify the best candidate products 

and carefully study their capabilities. 

Make sure to ask each product consultant 

to compare their solution to the others 

you are considering. As the process 

continues, you will become better 

educated and ultimately be in a better 

position to make the best decision. Even 

if this process fails to produce an obvious 

answer, you will then be better prepared 

to hire an independent evaluation- 

and-selection consultant to assist you. 

1. 
Hiring a selection consultant who 

is not independent. Unfortunately, 

truly independent accounting system 

and ERP selection consultants are hard to 

find. It has been my experience that 

selection consultants who also sell or 

implement a specific product will 

recommend the product they sell nearly 

ten out of ten times. Therefore, by picking 

the system’s selection consultant, you 

have unknowingly selected your 

accounting or ERP system, though that 

consultant may take six to 18 months and 

charge hefty evaluation fees before 

ultimately rendering recommendations. 

Even if you engage a large consultancy 

that works with multiple accounting 

system or ERP products, you will likely be 

assigned a team to your selection process 

that has expertise in a single solution; 

hence, the inevitable recommendation 

may be finalised the moment that 

selection team is assigned. 

Further, assuming you can find one, 

hiring a consultant who does not sell or 

implement any accounting system or ERP 

products often (but not always) results in 

hiring a consultant with limited knowl-

edge of the product(s) being considered; 

this is important because implementation 

experience is crucial to fully under-

standing an accounting system or ERP 

product. Finally, even if you find an 

impartial selection consultant, they may 

tend to favour those few products they 

know best and that have worked well in 

the past. For all of these reasons, you may 

be better off researching this decision 

yourself rather than hiring a selection 

consultant. 

If you do engage a selection 



Your prior evaluation efforts should arm 

you with enough knowledge to make 

more-educated judgements about the 

independent consultant’s evaluation 

processes and recommendations. 

2. 
Selecting an unproven accounting 

or ERP system. Some companies 

make the mistake of selecting a new, 

relatively unknown accounting system 

product based on a single new, exciting 

feature, such as a dazzling interactive 

online store, impressive customer 

relationship management (CRM) 

integration, or advanced cloud-based 

technology. Almost every new 

accounting system that hits the market 

seems to offer a handful of new features 

that can certainly catch your attention, 

but didn’t we learn long ago to be careful 

about buying version 1.0 of anything? It 

takes time for a new accounting or ERP 

system’s flaws, bugs, and missing 

features to emerge, and you do not want 

your company to be the one that 

discovers them. While the new product’s 

marketing may make a good impression 

from a distance, virtually every newly 

introduced accounting or ERP system in 

history was not fully ready at launch. As 

a result, in some cases companies that 

purchased those new products suffered 

for years as those products were slowly 

improved and brought up to higher 

standards. 

Solution: My general rule is that, if 

possible, you should only purchase an 

accounting or ERP system that has been 

around for many years and has at least 

3,000 verifiable customers. In this circum-

stance it is far more likely that the 

thousands of customers before you have 

helped to ferret out and correct many of 

the product’s initial bugs, issues, and 

shortcomings. This will help ensure that 

you are investing in a proven solution that 

functions properly and is more likely to be 

around for years to come.

3. 
Buying an industry-specific 

solution. Some company officials 

mistakenly believe that an 

accounting or ERP system specifically 

marketed for their industry is a better 
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choice than a more generic accounting  

or ERP software system. In some cases, 

these company officials may be falling for 

clever marketing in which the accounting 

or ERP vendor has gained traction by 

targeting their generic product towards a 

certain industry, even though the product 

was not originally designed for that 

industry. 

Solution: Check to ensure your 

industry’s most critical needs will be met 

by the product you select. It’s often true 

that industry-specific accounting or ERP 

solutions contain at least a handful of 

industry-specific features and termi-

nology, but in many cases those same 

products may be missing a substantial 

amount of overall accounting function-

ality, such as payroll, inventory, CRM, 

allocation calculations, advanced 

reporting, support for electronic transac-

tions, etc. Fortunately, plenty of well- 

respected industry-specific solutions are 

available (such as Blackbaud for not-for-

profit accounting, SYSPRO for manufac-

turing, and Prophet 21 for distribution, to 

name a few). 

4. 
Selecting an accounting or ERP 

system based on the hardware 

you already own. It can be a 

problem if management views hardware 

as the most important component of a 

company’s computer systems, because 

usually it’s not. In most cases, it is a 

company’s accounting software or ERP 

system that contains the most critical 

components that make or break a 

company. Often, prior investments in 

hardware are best treated as sunk costs, or 

at least should be considered less 

important than the capabilities of the new 

accounting or ERP systems. Another 

problem is that some company officials 

seem to believe that accounting or ERP 

systems that don’t run on mini- or 

mainframe computers are inadequate or 

beneath them. To the contrary, it has been 

my experience that there are many quality 

PC-based systems that cost far less than 

the traditional high-priced ERP solutions, 

have just as many features, and are far 

easier to implement and operate 

compared to minicomputer- or main-

frame-based solutions. 

Solution: Selecting a simpler applica-

tion based on the hardware and platform 

you already own might seem to make 

sense, but because the accounting or ERP 

system is your organisation’s lifeblood, 

this important selection should not be 

handcuffed. To avoid this mistake, start 

your selection process by focusing on all 

of the top available accounting or ERP 

systems regardless of the older equipment 

you own. Once you have made the best 

selection, try to incorporate your older 

hardware or, if necessary, secure the new 

appropriate hardware you need to run 

your new system. 

5. 
Overbuying or underbuying. 

Many companies purchase 

entry-level accounting systems 

because they perceive those options will 

save them money, but often their 

accounting needs surpass the features 

offered by those low-end products and 

they end up paying a bigger price in 

missing functionality. Generally, 

entry-level accounting system solutions 

should be considered only by entry-level 

companies. By comparing lists of features, 

we find that midrange accounting 

solutions typically offer about a thousand 

more features compared with accounting 

solutions marketed towards smaller 

organisations. Further, these midrange 

systems typically include superior 

infrastructure and database technology 

sufficient to handle a midsize or larger 

company’s higher volume of transactions. 

In other cases, some companies 

purchase the most expensive ERP systems 

available, only to later discover those 

systems are far more complicated and 

costly to operate than they ever imagined. 

There are dozens of less expensive, top 

midrange accounting systems that 

provide features similar to those found in 

systems marketed as ERP solutions. (In 

the past, so-called ERP systems included 

advanced inventory and manufacturing 

capabilities for scheduling, ordering, and 

managing inventories while midrange 

accounting systems did not. However, for 

the past two decades, many midrange 

accounting systems have offered these 

advanced inventory and manufacturing 

capabilities, blurring the distinction 

between these two classes of products.) 

Several top midrange accounting systems 

have larger customer install bases of tens 

of thousands of customers, and those 

products tend to be well-proven and 

well-suited for traditional ERP situations. 

Make sure to ask each product 
consultant to compare their solution 
to the others you are considering.
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Solution: If you are a smaller company, 

include at least one midrange accounting 

system in your list of possible solutions, as 

this might help you better judge the 

suitability of your entry-level candidate 

products. If you are a larger company, 

include at least one midrange accounting 

system in your list of possible solutions, as 

this will help you better judge the 

suitability of your traditional ERP candi-

date products. If you are a midsized 

company, include only midrange 

accounting systems in your list of possible 

solutions — you likely do not need either 

an entry-level or traditional ERP solution. If 

your company does grow so fast that a 

more powerful traditional ERP system is 

soon warranted, then consider that to be a 

good problem to have.

6. 
Falling for the modification trap. 

Some companies love to hear 

consultants say, “We are going to 

modify and customise your accounting or 

ERP system so it works the way you do.” 

Unfortunately, what often happens in this 

situation is companies find that the 

consultants undergo a long and expensive 

process to modify the newly implemented 

systems with a plethora of enhancements 

that transform the product into a one-of-a-

kind system. As a result, the company 

finds itself forever dependent on the 

consultants for all future upgrades, 

modifications, and support work — no 

matter the cost. Even worse, in some cases 

companies discover they can no longer 

upgrade their accounting systems without 

losing those costly modifications. That 

leaves company leaders with the equally 

poor choices of remaining on the modified 

version of the older product or paying their 

consultants large sums to migrate and 

adapt the prior modifications to work with 

the new accounting or ERP system 

versions. The reality is that most popular 

accounting and ERP systems employ 

industry standard “best practices” that 

would probably work fine in your organisa-

tion. 

Solution: After successfully installing 

your new accounting or ERP system, wait 

six months to make any customised 

modifications — you might find that you 

don’t really need many, or any, of those 

modifications. 

7. 
Failure to consider third-party 

add-on products. One top 

accounting and ERP vendor (whose 

product is one of the most robust in the 

world with approximately 60 modules) 

reports that 80% of its customers 

purchase third-party add-on products to 

supplement their accounting or ERP 

system needs. (For this article, third-party 

add-on products are defined as proven 

add-on solutions created by third-party 

vendors that enhance the functionality of 

a widely available accounting or ERP 

system.) This statistic suggests that 

third-party add-on products are common-

place, and companies should be open to 

incorporating add-on solutions. For 

example, Mike Nelson, president of 

US-based residential rental company 

Excalibur Homes LLC, maintains that one 

of his company’s most important 

accounting system features results from 

add-on functionality to its PropertyBoss 

Solutions accounting system. By default, 

the PropertyBoss accounting system 

publishes customers’ available rental 

homes to the Excalibur Homes and Zillow 

websites, as well as about 25 other 

websites. However, an add-on product 

pushes and publicises those same ads to 

multiple additional websites, such as rent.

com, trulia.com, hotpads.com, and 

others. As a result, on average, Excalibur 

Homes experiences far fewer vacancy 

days per year for each of the 1,300-plus 

rental homes it manages. Nelson credits 

this add-on functionality as “saving 

hundreds of labour hours each year by 

eliminating the need for staff to post 

listings individually to those varied 

websites”. 

Solution: Realise that third-party 

add-on solutions are commonplace and 

worthy of consideration. Be sure to read 

industry magazine ads and attend 

industry conferences where you can learn 

about the available options specifically 

designed for your industry or niche.

8. 
Buying a legacy accounting 

system. Hundreds of accounting 

and ERP systems are on the market, 

but many of them are positioned as legacy 

products that receive minimal attention 

from the parent company. Though 

accounting and ERP companies don’t 

publicly say so, often when rival 

accounting or ERP systems are purchased, 

the purchaser’s intentions are primarily to 

eliminate competition and systematically 

convert the customers of the acquired 

product to their own flagship accounting 

or ERP system product(s). In many (but 

not all) cases, newly acquired accounting 

systems face an uncertain future, and it’s 

difficult to know how hard the acquiring 

company will work to support and 

improve that product down the road.

Solution: Be wary of purchasing an 

accounting or ERP solution that has been 

recently acquired by a rival company or 

another company with no experience in 

the accounting or ERP system marketplace. 

J. Carlton Collins, CPA, (carlton@asaresearch.

com) is a technology consultant, a conference 

presenter, and an FM magazine contributing 

editor. To comment on this article or to 

suggest an idea for another article, contact  

Jeff Drew, an FM magazine senior editor, at 

Jeff.Drew@aicpa-cima.com.   n
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CPD monitoring is moving online 
from September 

As a member and 

qualified professional, 

you are required to under-

take continuing professional 

development (CPD). CIMA’s 

CPD scheme provides a 

framework to help you 

consider your learning 

needs, develop a plan to 

meet your personal 

development goals, and 

reflect upon your achieve-

ments. 

Moving CPD online
To ensure CIMA’s CPD 

scheme continues to meet 

CIMA’s and your needs, we 

have made improvements to 

it. From September 2018 

members selected for 

monitoring will be required 

to log their CPD online using 

the Competency and 

Learning website (tinyurl.

com/ycg7w8zm). CPD 

submissions by any other 

method will not be accepted. 

The Competency and 

Learning website is a 

professional learning and 

development experience 

built for CGMA designation 

holders. The website brings 

together a variety of learning 

resources and a self-assess-

ment tool, enabling tracking 

and reporting of progress 

towards learning goals. It 

empowers you to take 

control of your career 

development to discover 

and learn new skills when, 

where, and how you want.

How will this impact me? 
Please familiarise yourself 

with the Competency and 

Learning website and start 

logging your CPD now. This 

will make it easier for you to 

keep track of your achieve-

ments and submit your 

record to CIMA when 

requested. 

CPD will remain 

output-based and continue 

to place an emphasis on 

benefit and development 

aspects of the activity as 

opposed to the activity itself. 

You will also still be required 

to use the CIMA professional 

development cycle of 

“Define, Assess, Design, Act, 

Reflect, and Evaluate”. 

Further information 

about the changes, FAQs, 

and a free webinar on how to 

use the Competency and 

Learning website can be 

found at tinyurl.com/

yd7cm5ae.

Monitoring of 2017 
records
If you have been selected to 

submit your 2017 CPD 

record, please do so by the 

deadline given in your 

notification email. 

It is essential that you 

receive all key communica-

tions around monitoring 

and compliance. Please 

therefore ensure you keep 

your contact details up to 

date with CIMA. 

Should you have any 

queries, please contact www.

cimaglobal.com/Contact-us.
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Have you ever wondered how CIMA is 

governed and ever thought you would 

like to be involved? Well, you can — your 

professional institute has a wide range of 

committees and boards on which 

members and students can participate.

The Council is CIMA’s governing body 

and is made up of 58 CIMA members, 

with 38 directly elected by members. The 

remaining 20 are the president, deputy 

president, vice-president, immediate past 

president, and 16 co-opted members. The 

Council meets four times a year to discuss 

and set policy (one meeting is held by 

videoconferencing), and governance and 

policy committees meet at least three 

times a year. Council’s full remit can be 

found within our Royal Charter (tinyurl.

com/yc4d6sso).

Elections to Council

All FCMAs are encouraged to consider 

applying to become a Council member. 

Council has members from 19 global 

electoral constituencies. The election 

process begins each October and 

nominations close in December, with 

elections taking place in February or 

March of the following year. Corporate 

Affairs will review the nominations and 

your application, and once your nomina-

tion is confirmed, an open election is 

held using our election partner, ERS, if 

there is more than one candidate for a 

vacancy. Nominees can canvass members 

in the constituency, and CIMA will 

provide you with guidelines for that. A 

successful nomination must include six 

nominations (at least three must be other 

FCMAs), and all must reside in your 

constituency. Once elected, a member 

will be inducted and will then represent 

CIMA members at the organisation’s 

strategic level. 

Committees

Council has four committees reporting 

directly into it. 

Appointments Committee (Council 

members only) is responsible for the 

selection of members and individuals to 

serve on the committees. It also appoints 

chairmen and vice-chairmen, and 

approves external (nonmember) 

members of committees who bring 

specialist skills.

Professional Standards Committee 

(open to members and nonmember 

specialists) is responsible for reviewing 

the CPD monitoring process and ensuring 

it is always fit for purpose. The committee 

also monitors the regulatory framework 

in which members and CIMA operate, and 

ensures that the standards and conduct of 

CIMA’s members remain at the core of its 

public interest obligation. The committee 

has oversight of the Anti-Money Laun-

dering (AML) function to ensure CIMA’s 

obligations as an AML supervisor are met.

Membership Committee (open to 

members) oversees the policies, criteria, 

and standards that govern membership of 

CIMA. The committee has worked on the 

implementation of a new ACMA applica-

tion tool and on the academic route to 

membership and has also created a 

working group to review the FCMA 

application process.

Benevolent Fund Committee (open 

to members) works to ensure the charity 

is administered well and that its work to 

support members and former members 

in times of hardship is maintained. 

If you are interested in the governance 

of CIMA and any of the committees, 

please contact us at Corporate.Affairs@

aicpa-cima.com.

CIMA governance: Getting involved

2018 elections to CIMA Council

The following members have been elected for their first term or re-elected as Members of 

Council to serve from the close of the Annual General Meeting on 1 June 2018 until the 

close of the Annual General Meeting in 2021:

Newly elected members

Jill Baldwin — North East England constituency (EC5) 

Helen Smith — Scotland constituency (EC7) 

David Lynch — Central Southern England constituency (EC11) 

Rebecca Bennett — Australasia constituency (EC19)

Re-elected members

Amarjeet Hans — Central London and North Thames constituency (EC1) 

Nigel Davies — South West England and South Wales constituency (EC2) 

Kevin Bragg — East Midlands and East Anglia constituency (EC3) 

Andrew McGunnigle — East Midlands and East Anglia constituency (EC3) 

Sue Stapleford — East Midlands and East Anglia constituency (EC3) 

Bina Kakad — West Midlands constituency (EC4) 

Bob Beedham — North West England and North Wales constituency (EC6) 

Richard Sharp — Central Southern England constituency (EC11)
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Disciplinary decision

The Investigation Committee found a prima facie 

case of misconduct against Mohammed Shohaib 

Shafiq, ACMA, CGMA, of Studley, Warwickshire, 

United Kingdom, in relation to a complaint that he 

had shared an email address and phone numbers 

without his client’s prior consent. Information was 

also disclosed in professional clearance letters not 

intended for the recipients. This was a breach of the 

terms and conditions of engagement. The committee 

was satisfied that the respondent’s actions were in 

breach of the professional competence and due care 

and professional behaviour requirements of the 

CIMA Code of Ethics. The committee therefore 

determined that his actions could amount to 

misconduct as alleged. Shafiq agreed by way of a 

consent order that he receive the sanction of a 

reprimand and pay a £250 fine together with a 

contribution to CIMA’s costs of £456.

UN Sustainable Development Goals: 
Management accountants’ role 

Business has a fundamental role to play 

in delivering the UN’s 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), according to a 

recent report by the Association of 

International Certified Professional 

Accountants. The SDGs have been devel-

oped to address the world’s social and 

economic development issues, including 

poverty, hunger, health, education, climate 

change, gender equality, water, sanitation, 

energy, environment, and social justice.

The report suggests that management 

accountants’ skillsets, organisational role, 

and ethical commitment equip them well 

for SDG planning and implementation. 

Areas they can influence include devel-

oping new programmes of activity, 

evidencing successes, highlighting risk, 

and proposing alternative courses of action.

To read the report, go to tinyurl.com/

yabpeo3c.

Future of Finance research

In the run-up to the autumn launch of its 

Future of Finance white paper, the 

Association of International Certified 

Professional Accountants has set out in 

separate papers the four major themes 

arising from the research. They are 

available at cgma.org/future-of-finance.

The first, The Changing Role and 

Mandate of Finance, looks at how 

finance has a mandate to go beyond its 

core accounting role to be a more 

influential player within an organisation. 

Changing Technology and Finance 

discusses the seven technologies 

identified by Deloitte that finance needs 

to have on its radar. These divide into 

“core modernisation tools” of cloud, 

process robotics, and visualisation; and 

“exponential tools” that deliver new 

capabilities to finance — advanced 

analytics, cognitive computing, 

in-memory computing, and blockchain. 

The Changing Shape of the Finance 

Function identifies how a process of 

fusion is bringing together different 

internal areas of the finance function, as 

well as fusing finance with the rest of the 

business. It also highlights a need to 

identify skills gaps and develop plans to 

close them.

And finally, Changing Competencies 

and Mindsets explores how automation 

is causing a shift in the skillset that 

finance professionals need. It also 

encourages the profession to consider 

developing skills around empathy, and 

social and emotional intelligence — these 

skills are currently underused and are 

difficult to replicate in machine-learning 

technologies.   ■ 
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Read an excerpt of the report 

on page 47.
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E X E C U T I V E
S U M M A R I E S

How CFOs can shine when presenting financials
By Russ Banham

Page 14 

When in the spotlight in front of investors, analysts, and others for a high-stakes 

financial presentation, CFOs need to deliver clear messages with confidence. Five 

experienced financial presenters detail their best practices, which can be adapted for 

various types of financial presentations. They talk about knowing their role to play, the 

importance of preparation and rehearsal, and steps they take to constantly improve.

Essential advice for the next generation of CFOs
By Sylvia Edwards Davis

Page 22 

It’s tough to reach the top. Of the thousands of professionals who embark on a career in 

finance each year, only a select few will ever move into the C-suite. Not only do you 

have to be an exceptional performer, but you must also manage the perceptions and 

expectations attached to the role. So what do ambitious junior management accounting 

staff need to know to one day attain the coveted status of CFO or even CEO? We asked 

several CFOs around the world — from the UK and France to the US and China — for the 

secrets to their success. 

The disruptor that doesn’t want to be disrupted
By Jack Hagel and Mark S. Brooks 

Page 28 

Corporate accelerators have gained popularity as a way for established companies to 

innovate with startups. Managed well, the relationships can reap rewards for all 

participants while creating value for customers. Companies such as JetBlue Airways 

have been using them to glimpse the future and stave off disruption. This article 

includes help for determining whether a corporate accelerator is right for your 

company and, if it is, tips on how to begin.

Focus on blockchain’s risks before the rewards
By Kirk Phillips, CPA, CGMA

Page 36

Blockchain technology is being developed to transform payments, clearing, and 

settlements, especially at financial institutions. This new technology promises to drive 

more efficiency and mitigate existing risks, but it poses a new realm of risk that needs 

to be carefully considered. With any new technology, including blockchain, finance 

professionals must consider risk in the pre-implementation, implementation, and 

post-implementation phases of adoption. Finance executives need to stay ahead of the 

quickly emerging technology and adjust their organisations’ enterprise risk manage-

ment.
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Uniting risk management with strategic planning
By Mike Skorupski, CPA, CGMA

Page 40 

The need for companies to formally integrate risk management considerations into 

the strategic planning process is increasingly apparent, but companies are having a 

difficult time doing so, according to research by the Association of International 

Certified Professional Accountants and risk management experts at North Carolina 

State University. The author discusses ways to overcome the barriers, and outlines 

practical steps organisations can take to ensure risk exposures are considered when 

evaluating new strategic projects or ventures. 

Navigating tricky political conversations 
By Chris Sheedy 

Page 44 

Business travel brings with it the risk of running into conversational landmines. 

When politics comes up, don’t panic. Steer gracefully around what could turn into an 

awkward or emotional encounter by redirecting the conversation, showing respect, 

listening, and — if all else fails — gracefully exiting. Having strategies in mind 

beforehand can help you keep calm and make sure everyone enjoys the conversation.

Accounting system selection mistakes to avoid
By J. Carlton Collins, CPA

Page 54

If you are a management accountant, selecting an accounting system is likely to be 

one of the most important business decisions you will make during your career. 

Getting it wrong could be disastrous for your organisation. The author, a technology 

writer and trainer, outlines eight common mistakes accountants can make when 

they embark on purchasing new systems —  from hiring the wrong type of consultant 

to purchasing an untested system or failing to properly evaluate the necessary 

functionality. He offers solutions that may save you both money and headaches by 

helping you avoid these costly errors.
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Breathe easier
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P
oor air quality is a widespread 

problem. Nine of out ten 

people worldwide breathe 

polluted air, according to the 

World Health Organization. 

One innovation aimed at 

battling the issue on a local level is Dutch 

artist and designer Daan Roosegaarde’s 

7-metre-tall Smog Free Tower. The tower 

uses positive ionisation technology to 

clean the air surrounding it by removing 

particulate matter. Whether the tower’s 

tech can be truly effective and scalable 

remains to be seen. Roosegaarde is also 

working on a bicycle that cleans air as the 

cyclist pedals.

The Smog Free Tower, 
which acts as an external 
smog vacuum cleaner, 
sits in Jordan Park in 
Krakow, Poland. 



The UK’s leading exhibition for
the accounting and finance
profession was on record-
breaking form with over 7,600
attending the show at ExCeL
London on 23-24 May. 

That was more than 8% up on
last year’s event – and it came
less than three months after the
blisteringly successful launch of
ACCOUNTEX Summit North in
Manchester.

There were over 200 state-of-
the-art exhibitors, even more on-
trend speaker sessions on subjects
ranging from Blockchain to
business development, fascinating
Hot Topic Roundtable discussions
led by industry thought leaders
such as Elaine Clark and Guy
Pearson, the successful launch of
The British Accounting Marketing
Awards, and an even bigger buzz
than usual!

The first day was set alight by
the news that accounting
software giants IRIS had
dramatically taken over Taxfiler,
which had the entire accounting
media scrambling for their iPads
and notebooks.

HMRC’s digital chief Theresa
Middleton kept up the
momentum by delivering a
compelling Keynote session on
the MTD challenges facing the
profession.

She was supported by a
wealth of insight, expertise and
innovation as 225 speakers

spanning the generations
delivered CPD-accredited
sessions in 20 packed theatres
over the event’s two days.

Veteran inspirational speaker
Paul Dunn, who addressed the
first ACCOUNTEX in 2012, has
been delivering his message
about how businesses can
change the world for good since
the 1990s.  But he still has the
power to captivate.

On the exhibitor front,
accounting market leaders such
as Intuit QuickBooks, Sage, IRIS,
FreeAgent and Wolters Kluwer
were joined by ACCOUNTEX

newcomers such as Logical
Office, Aon, Spendesk,
Campaign Master, Senta and
NatWest’s Aptimise.

Zoe Lacey-Cooper, event
director, says: “This was the
second year of ACCOUNTEX being
under the control of Diversified
Communications and we are
delighted to have notched up a
second year of growth in terms of

visitors, exhibitors and speakers.
“This year we had a sharp

focus on new speakers (50 of
them) and we were also keen to
encourage more women to
speak.  We hopefully achieved a
tailor-made programme for the
tech savvy, the curious, and the
cautious, as well as a bespoke
agenda for accountants in
business and industry.

“An amazing 45% of
exhibitors were brand new to the
show, which demonstrates the
strong growth of businesses in
the profession.

“And, of course, we are
thrilled about the 8.5% increase
in visitors after investing in a
social media marketing
campaign, as well as launching
Accounting Insight News to
attract new interest and

millennials to the show. 
But we’ll save the last words

for our visitors who again flocked
to the show.

Nicola Donnelly, from MEND
Accounting in Liverpool, sums it
up: “It was an amazing
experience.  Being a sole
practitioner, I learn mostly by
reading articles online.  So I was
impressed by being able to
speak to multiple software
providers and their customers at
ACCOUNTEX.

“Seriously, if you didn’t go to
ACCOUNTEX this year you really
are missing out… I couldn’t wait
to sign up for some of the
software when I got home.  I
have dates in my diary all week
for calls with different providers!”

ACCOUNTEX 2019 will be back
at ExCeL London on 1-2 May. 

SPONSORED CONTENT

ACCOUNTEX 2018: Accountancy’s top
show punches above its weight
From the announcement of important
company takeovers, to soaring visitor
numbers and boxing glove freebies,
ACCOUNTEX packed a big punch in 2018.

For further information, please visit www.accountex.co.uk

or www.accountexsummitnorth.co.uk.
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Wdesk for
Reporting
Wdesk is the leading cloud 
platform for reporting, compliance, 
and process transformation.

Ensure the accuracy of your data—input a single data point to distribute to all your 

relevant reports and documents—and automatically eliminate manual errors.

Over 3,000 organizations use our award-winning solutions to modernize work

across the enterprise.

 Here are just a few of the areas Wdesk can help:

 •    SEC reporting

 •    Audit management

 •    Board reporting

Gain efficiency in your financial and management reporting 

processes with Wdesk. To learn more, visit workiva.com




